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INTRODUCTION
Many works on Installment or Time i'ayment Selling
have been written, but for the most part they deal with
one specific commodity, such as the automobile, or with
the statistical data pertaining thereto. The first kind
of work is important in showing the growth of the auto-
mobile business, the greater part of which growth can be
attributed to time payments. The second is more important
to the credit man who extends credit. Installment or of
other kind.
As far as I have been able to determine no one has
yet written a short, clear, and concise paper on the
origin and development of time payments its advantages,
its abuses, its purposes, or its place in the economic
world. Neither have I been able to find any comprehensive
work at all on time payment as it pertains to the plumbing
and heating industries.
I shall endeavor to cover both of these features in
my paper
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PART I
TIME PAYMENT SELLING Hi GEl^TERAL.
I, Introduction ; - The growth of the time payment selling
in recent years has been enormous, but factual and statis-
tical material as to this growth as a whole is almost en-
tirely lacking---largely because of the great difficulty
in securing figures covering such a comprehensive field.
However, in the first portion of this paper, I shall
treat installment selling in general, and in the latter
portion I shall attempt to shov/ how its use has been adapt-
ed in the plumbing and heating industry and how its use has
affected this important industry.
Definition ; - In this paper I shall use the term "in-
stallment selling" as meaning "a transfer of wealth the
payment for which is deferred in part or in whole to the
future and is liquidated piecemeal or in successive frac-
tions, under a plsm agreed at the time of transfer," (1)
"In buying goods on the installment plan, the goods
are delivered to the buyer but the title to them generally
remains in the seller, and does not pass to the buyer until
all the Installments are paid Defa\ilt in payment in al-
most all cases gives the seller the right to the possession
(1) Seligman, E. R. A, The Economics of Installment Sell-
ing, (New York; Harper and Brothers, p. 2
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of the goods; It also quite frequently forfeits all previous-
ly paid installments.” (2) Although there is a complex body
of rules governing this form of sale in each of the forty-
eight states, there is a tendency, more and more, to unify
laws governing conditional sales.
Conditional Sales as Compared with Installment Sales; -
"A Conditional sale is a contract for the sale of goods, where-
by possession, right of use, and practically all the incidents
of absolute ownership pass to the purchaser; and yet, until
the performance of some certain condition or conditions,
usually the payment of the purchase price, the seller retains
sufficient ’title’ to the goods to prevent the purchaser from
reselling or mortgaging them to prevent their passing to a
trustee in bankruptcy or receiver, to prevent creditors of
the purchaser from seizing them and to enable the seller to
retake them upon non-fulfilment of the condition.” (3)
Goods sold on the conditional sales contracts are, for
the most part, sold on installment payments. It is not, how-
ever, necessary that such be the case, for the condition may
be the payment in one lump sum. Other conditions may have
to do with insurance of the property, not moving it out of
a certain locality, etc., the breach of which allows for
the material to go back to the seller.
(2) Plummer, Wilbur C. - Social and Economic Consequences
of Buying On the Installment Plan . - Supplement to
Vol. CXXIX of the Annals. (Philadelphia : The American
Academy of Political and Social Science, 1927) p. 1
(3) Hoar, Roger Sherman. - Conditional Sales (New York;
The Ronald Press, 1929) p. 3
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It was in Massachusetts in 1808 that the first use of
the conditional sale was recorded. Here "the contract was
oral and the condition was something other than the payment
of the purchase price.” (4)
While conditional sales contracts themselves, and courts
in discussing them usually. . .’’speak of the retention of title
or property in the goods by the seller until the purchaser
fulfills the condition; but this is mere legal fiction for
it is plain that the purchaser possesses all the incidents
of title except the power to pass title to a third party. "(5)
The seller does not care for the title; he is interested only
in its security- -that the conditions under v/hich the sale was
made be performed. He looks upon the title as a lien to
bring about this performance. Some states recognize this
fact and look upon the conditional sale as a sale backed by
a mortgage to secure the purchase price. Vermont, for one,
refers to conditional sales as ’’liens,” and Virginia as
’’title” or ’’lien.”
In several states a conditional sales contract must be
recorded for it to be valid, while in others, among which
are Massachusetts and Rhode Island, it does not have to be
recorded. In order to protect the seller from subsequent
liens on realty it is well to record conditional sales con-
tracts when the article sold is attached to and becomes a
(4) Hoar, Roger Sherman. - Conditional Sales (New York:
The Ronald Press, 1929) p. 5
(5) Ibid. p. 5

4part of the realty*
Dealing with the seller retaking possession. Hoar
states, "When the buyer shall be in default in the payment
of any sum due under the contract, or in the performance
of any of the conditions which the contracts require him
to perform in order to retain the property in the goods,
or in the performance of any promise, the breach of which
is by the contract expressly made a ground for the retaking
of the goods, the seller may take possession thereof* Un-
less the goods can be retaken without breach of the peace,
they shall be retaken by legal process; but nothing herein
shall be construed to authorize a violation of the criminal
law.” (6)
I shall speak further of the law as it pertains to heat-
ing, plumbing and other appurtenances attached to the realty
and through which they become a part of the realty in that
portion of this work having to do with the plumbing and heat-
ing Industries*
II. Growth and Development
Early History : - In spite of the popular concept, install-
ment selling is not a recent development but is almost as old
as recorded history. Whienever any person has had any property,
the value of which was too great for purchase in a lump sum,
fractional or installment payments have been arranged. We
find that "Crassus at one time owned half of all Rome, being
(6) Hoar, Roger Sherman. - Conditional Sales (New York;
The Ronald Press, 1929) pp* 62 - 63
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5accustomed to buy up the houses in the case of great con-
flagrations, when the owners had giV3r! up all hope, and
thereupon selling the property on the installment plan.” (7)
More than a century ago the Countess of Blessington
greatly desired a suite of furniture and, lacking ready
cash with which to make the purchase, she conceived a plan
of partial payments. She went to the cabinet maker and
persuaded him to accept a down payment, to retain a lien
on the furniture, and to allow her to make further payments
at regular intervals until the debt had been liquidated.
This instance parallels modern installments in almost every
aspect*
Installment selling has been in effect in the realm of
government finance almost since the history of taxes, which
were and are set at a fixed sum with permission granted to
pay specific portions at specified times. Another outstand-
ing instance of installment payments in government finance
was the marketing of Libery Bonds during the World Bar.
In private business, installments have been in effect,
as regards real estate, as long as any records are available.
From these fields in which large amounts were Involved, it has
infiltrated to the position wherein almost any article, regard-
less of cost or quality, may be purchased and paid for by in-
stallment payments. To show to what extent this plan has gone,
automobile license plates may now be purchased on so-called
(7) Seligman, E. R, A. The Economics of Installment Sell-
ing , (New York: Harper and Brothers, 1927) p, 10
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’’convenient terms,”
Development ; - So far as can be ascertained, install-
ment selling of consumption commodities was introduced into
this country in the year 1807 by the New York founder of
the house of Cowperthwait and Son, This plan of selling
was suggested to them by a lady who had returned from Paris
where the system had long been used by Dufayel, It was
first used in the sale of furniture but soon spread to other
businesses operated in New York by Cowperthwait and by other
similar stores, such as Ludwig Baumann and Company and Jordan
Moriarty and Company, Gradually it spread toother American
cities and from furniture to all articles used in housekeep-
ing, VvTille it v/as first used in the purchase of f-urniture,
which was high priced, it later spread to medi\mi and lower
priced merchandise.
The next company to make use of the installment plan
of selling vms the Singer Sev/ing Machine Company, about the
middle of the nineteenth century. Its competitors follov/ed
suit. These sales were made by itinerant agents who sold
to clients poorer than the furniture customers. Fere we
have the beginning of ’’high-pressure” selling, which gave
birth to abuses in the use and application of the plan.
Around 1870 the piano industry was the next to use
the plan, and this was soon followed by the book industry.
Toward the end of the nineteenth century we find installment
selling extending to lower grades of commodities.
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VJhile the above deals with the selling of goods on
"time," there is another aspect to be considered, which
is the loaning of money itself on an installment basis*
The first instance of such activity was in England in
1844, when the v/eavers of Rochdale under the leadership
of Charles Horvath becarae irritated with the treatment
of the working man who sought unsuccessfully to borrow
from established financial institutions, and established
an institution from which they received consideration and
reasonable interest rates in addition to the license to pay
back the loan in installments*
In 1900 Alphonse Desjardins, a Montreal journalist,
brought the first Credit Union to America, when he was re-
sponsible for the institution of a Credit Union in Levis,
Province of Quebec, Canada. The first loan was $26,00, and
the rate of payment was at a dime a payment, "Twelve years
later this credit \mion had resources of $188,306.00 and
had loaned approximately a million dollars*" (8) Before
the close of the year 1914 there were 150 credit unions in
the Province of Quebec,
In 1908 Desjardins was invited to Boston, Massachusetts,
by Mr, Edward Filene, to help prepare a bill, having to do
v^ith co-operative banking, which was enacted by the Massa-
chusetts legislature of 1909. This bill served as a first
(8) Bergengren, Roy Frederick. - Cuna Emerges
.
(Credit
Union, National Association, Madison, Wise,: 1935)
p . 15

model for general state legislation in this field through-
out the United States.
The follovflng states passed legislation in this field:
New York 1915
North Carolina 1915
Texas 1913
Wisconsin 1913
Oregon 1915
South Carolina 1915
Washington 1915
Nebraska 1919
However, the legislation enacted in these states was
so defective in their terms that Credit Union development
until 1921 was confined to New York, Massachusetts and
Rhode Island.
These Credit Unions v/ere set up to eliminate high rates
of interest paid by the working people who, in times of fi-
nancial stress, were formerly forced to borrow at excessive
rates of interest. They were organised by the people them-
selves to offer "wide credit at the least cost; a credit
valuable to all, while at the same time it appealed to all,
in a constant and practical way, to lay aside for a rainy
day; a system in short, which should put at the disposal of
the v/orking classes the funds accumulated by themselves .” (9)
(9) Bergengren, Roy Frederick. - Cuna Emerges . (Credit
Union, National Association, Madison, Wise.: 1935)
p. 21
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The basis of such loans is primarily the moral charac-
ter of the individual seeking the loan. The rate of interest
varies because of the mutual characteristics of such organiza-
tions but a safe generality is that the actual rate charged is
substantially below those charged by regular lending institu-
tions. It is interesting to note that the requirement that
these loans be made for ^productive purposes" and not for
"luxuries" was so interpreted that it blocked the purchase of
automobiles \inder this plan; a development that would undoubt-
edly have put the net assets of such organizations up to such
a point that a very considerable portion of the savings of the
working classes would have been contained therein.
While the above is true of Credit Unions as sponsored by
state legislation, the Federal Government has, since June 26,
1934, entered the picture. On that date the Federal Credit
Union Act was passed, under which membership in such unions
is limited to persons having a common bond of occupation or
association, and to groups within a well defined district.
Possessing these qualifications, any individual can then be
elected to membership by the directors of a credit union es-
tablished under the provisions of this Act. "A new member
must agree to subscribe for one five dollar (|5.00) share pay-
able in cash or periodical Installments." (10) The savings
may be in larger amounts, if so desired. An entrance fee of
twenty-five cents (25/) is charged and arrears are penalized
(10) Myers, W. I. - Federal Credit Unions . Circular 10
Revised May, 1936
. (U. S. Government Printing Office,
Washington, D. C. : 1936) p 3
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by a small fine. After a person has obtained membership he
is eligible to use the lending facilities of the union*
All loans must be for provident or productive purposes
and m\ist not exceed a period of more than two years* Unse-
cured loans cannot exceed Fifty Dollars ($50*00), while se-
cured loans must not exceed Two Hundred Dollsirs ($200*00) or
ten per cent (10^) of the \3niii5)aired capital of the credit
union, whichever is greater. Interest on loans .ia held to
one per cent { 1%) per month on unpaid balances (inclusive of
all charges incurred in making the loan.) On a Federal credit
\mion loan of One Hundred Dollars ($100*00) repaid in equal
monthly installments, the total interest charged must not ex-
ceed five and one half per cent (54^) for ten months, or twelve
and one half per cent (124^) for twenty four months* If loans
are repaid more rapidly than originally contemplated, interest
charges are reduced*
Fines and entrance fees are placed in a reserve fund to
absorb possible losses* Funds must be placed in a bank desig-
nated by the Board of Directors, which must be insured under
the Federal Deposit Insurance Fund*
Once a year, the members, at the annual meeting of the
credit union, may declare a dividend to members from net earn-
ings of the year, after all operating costs, including taxes,
have been deducted and after twenty per cent (20^) has been
set aside in the reserve fund*
The response to Governmental initiation of activity in
this field is indicated by the fact that in December, 1934,
I

il
there were in existence only thirty-nine (39) such unions,
while, by June 30, 1938, there were 2,343 such unions* Mem-
bership during the same period jumped from 3,242 to 530,833,
and accumulated loans through this outlet had, at June 30,
1938, reached the astonishing, total of $70, 191, 604*00*
Another example of this form of installment credit, if
not of installment buying, has made considerable progress
in the last two years* I refer to the "Personal Loan" now
being actively promoted by many of the banks, through which
they are attempting to put a portion of their funds to work
at a very lucrative rate of interest* I have before me a
leaflet telling how the United States National Bank of
Johnstown, Pennsylvania, handles this business* All the
various plans being offered in this field are practically
identical, so an analysis of this one plan will give a pic-
ture of the general set-up now in effect nationally*
Under this plan, loans from One Hundred Dollars ($100*00)
to One Thousand Dollars ($1,000*00) can be secured and then
repaid in any n\imber of equal monthly installments from twelve
to eighteen* The interest charged on the loan is six percent
(6^) on the full amount of the loan for the full period of the
loan plus a small investigation fee* The true interest on
such a loan, leaving the charge for investigation out of con-
sideration, is just under twelve percent (12^)* It is small
wonder that banks should welcome such an opportunity to put
their funds to work*
i
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Any person who is twenty-one years of age, who resides
in Johnstown, or its vicinity, whose credit is satisfactory,
and who has an assured income from salary, commission, wages,
or other sources, is eligible for a loan. The first con-
sideration is good character, with a steady income next in
importance. While collateral is not necessary, acceptable
bonds, stocks and bank passbooks, or life insurance policies
make credit more readily available and eliminate the ne-
cessity for co-makers or endorsers. Lacking collateral, the
signature of one co-maker, at least, is necessary in addi-
tion to those of the husband and the ?rife, if married, and
in addition to the principal, in the case he or she is \m-
marrled. Should the loan be paid before maturity, an ad-
justment in interest will be made. A person does not have
to be a customer of the bank in order to make use of these
"Personal Loans."
What a change the last few years have brought 1 At first
only the expensive articles of merchandise were available on
the installment plan. As time passed, other and less expen-
sive articles were included under the plan, until now one can
buy the registration plates for his automobile, which, no
doubt, was or is also being bought on Installments, on "time.
When we had reached the end of the adaptability of this plan,
the banks come along and sell money itself on time. It makes
one wonder as to what the next development in this field
could be.
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Present Extent; - To exactly what extent installment
selling has grovm was very difficult to ascertain because
of a decided lack of information as to total retail sales,
total retail sales on a purely credit basis, and retail
sales on the installment plan. As a result of the evident,
but unascertained growth, the National Retail Credit Asso-
ciation requested the Btireau of Foreign and Domestic Com-
merce to make a national survey of retail credit conditions.
The findings of this investigation, a Retail Credit Survey,
was first published early in 1930 and was followed by eight
semi-annual reports. Since 1934 this report has been pub-
lished annually.
The conclusion of the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic
Commerce was that total retail sales in the year 1929 were
forty nine billion dollars, and in 1933 they dropped to
twenty five billion dollars, while in 1937 they had climbed
to almost forty billion dollars. Of this volume, install-
ment sales accounted for thirteen percent (13^) in 1929,
when it reached six and one half billion dollars. V/ith the
depression, the volume of installment sales declined dis-
proportionately so that installment sales in 1935 were only
three billion six hundred million dollars; in 1936 they
were four and one half billion dollars, and in 1937 they ac-
counted for four billion six hundred and fifty million dol-
lars of a total retail sales volume of thirty nine billion,
nine hundred and thirty million dollars.
It is interesting to note that when the crash came in
1929 the volume of installment sales dropped off much faster
tJ
14
than did retail sales in general, and with the setting in
of partial recovery in 1933 installment volume picked up
slightly faster than general retail sales. The same gener-
al trends are discemable in the recent '’recession" when
1938 time payment sales were 33 l/Z% to 50^ below 1937,
while general retail sales fell off only from 10% to 15^.
A comparison of these reasonably accurate figures with
the estimates, commonly accepted before these Retail Credit
Surveys, definitely establishes the fact that actuarial basis
for the prolonged and bitter controversies on the economic
aspects of installment sales were very much out of line with
the true picture.
Since installment selling is in direct correlation with
the amount of credit extended, I include the following de-
rived from an analysis of total credit outstanding, made by
E. R. A. Seligman, through the financial statements of a
number of firms filed for the purpose of obtaining credit
ratings. An analysis of these statements as to "Notes Re-
ceivable" and "Accounts Receivable" yields the following
information:
I. In the clothing industry.
1. The amount of credit outstanding is greater
in times of prosperity.
2. The largest percentage of credit is extended
in either the larger cities or in small towns
with population of less than twenty-five
hundred (2500).
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A. The volume of credit in the smaller
localities is due to the nature of
agricultural income, i. e. - highly
seasonal*
3* Larger stores extend a greater amount of
credit, even in ratio to total sales, than do
the smaller stores*
4* ihere is distinct tendency to tighten up on
credit in slack times and to loosen up in
credit extension when better times are dis-
cernable,
II* In the furniture business*
1. j.he highest ratio of credit extenaed to sales
is in the aouth.
2* ihe lowest ratio of credit extended to sales
is in the far West.
3* The volume of credit increases during a period
of depression and decreases with prosperity,
due to
A. The greater repossession value in
furniture and the consequent willing-
ness of the furniture dealer to use
credit terms to bolster falling sales,
such as
1* liieir offering to prospective
installment accounts to defer
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payments for varying periods in
the case of such contingencies
as death or illness of the sup-
porter of the family.
4. The policy of granting credit seems to be
standardized as to concessions they are
willing to make, due, no doubt, to the
fact that time payment selling has been
carried on by them for an appreciable peri-
od of time, and they have the weight of the
experience gained upon which to base their
decisions and actions*
III. In the jewelry business.
1. The most credit is extended by the larger
stores
.
2. The ratio of credit extended increases with
the size of the city but drops off in the
very largest cities. (11)
The analysis of these lines seems to substantiate the
theory of the gradually increasing customer acceptance of
the idea of purchasing consumer commodities on time pay-
ment. It shows that there is a noteable tendency for the
ratio of credit extended to increase with both the size of
the town and the size of the store with the exception of
the great amount of credit being extended in the very small
(11) Seligman, E. R. A. The Economics of Installment Sell-
ing. (New York; Harper and Brothers, 1927) pp. 181 -
186.
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villages, while a comparatively small ratio of credit is
extended in the very largest cities. Over a period of
time the tendency is for an increasingly greater portion
of credit to he extended in the larger cities as standard
credit policies are being installed by the more progres-
sive stores. Perhaps the most obvious aspect drawn from
this analysis is that as merchandising in any particular
field centralizes, the amount of credit extended in that
field increases.
The last statements deal with credit as a whole rather
than with credit arising from installment selling. The
above analysis covers consumer credit as a whole. Install-
ment selling likewise concerns itself with consumer credit,
but only with a portion of it. The essential difference
betv/een consumer credit as a whole and in installment credit
lies in the fractional payment aspect of the latter. Anoth-
er difference lies in the character of the commodities
those commodities sold on installments possess relatively
greater durability than other commodities classed as con-
sumption goods. While a washing machine and a pair of silk
stockings are both classed as consumer goods, the washing
machine, due to its greater durability, would be sold on
time; the silk stockings, on account of their perishable
nature, would not ordinarily be sold on time. Therefore,
the nature of a commodity, in order to lend Itself easily
to time payment, must be of such a physical makeup that it
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is not used up before the final payment is made. Another
difference between commodities v/hich lend themselves to
time payment and those which do not is their intrinsic
value* Commodities with high intrinsic value are sold on
installments, while those of low instrisic value are sold
either for cash or on straight credit terms.
V/hile the above covers the difference in the commodity,
there is also a certain variation in the conditions of the
sale, V/e find, in an instance of installment selling, that
there is not apt to be another sale of the same type of ar-
ticle in the immediate future, that the sale is of greater
than average value, and that these sales are sporadic as
far as any single customer is concerned. These facts pre-
sent to the merchant as an individual, an entirely new
set-up as far as the granting of credit is concerned.
Moreover, in the event of non-payment under installment
selling, there is always the right of repossession, a right
which is very often non-existent in straight credit. The
right of repossession is given to the seller by the ’’title-
retention" clause, which is a part of this contract. By
this, title remains in the seller until the commodity is
fully paid for, at which time the title passes to the pur-
chaser. Another weapon given to the seller in cases of
time payment transactions is the "conditional sale," v/hich
serves notice to the world, where filing notice is neces-
sary, that title to the commodity sold still rests with

the seller. We have already given some space to this
"conditional sale" feature and its workings and shall
treat it later as to its value to the heating and pl-umb-
ing industries.
Where repossession is or can he resorted to, the mark-
up is of great significance in that a great spread therein
justifies pushing sales to a point where repossessions are
numerous with no actual loss to the seller. On the other
hand, small mark-ups necessitate a very careful scrutiny of
each risk, as numerous repossessions might prove disastrous.
Each industry must decide as to the course it will follow
high mark-ups, high-pressure selling, little or no credit
investigation and a high ratio of repossessions; or normal
mark-ups, ethical selling methods, thorough credit check-
ups, and few repossessions. There is no doubt that the lat-
ter method is preferable from the standpoint of ultimate and
lasting success, yet the high-pli'es sure method seems to be the
prevailing rule in many industries. This is particularly
true in such business as the cheaper grades of furniture and
the clothing industries, where the ordinary customer has no
idea of the real value of the commodities.
Reasons for Growth : - Several explanations are offered
as to why installment selling grew so greatly in a single
decade, while previously lying almost dormant for several
years. But first, we must examine the development of the
banking machinery which made this growth possible. One can
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safely say that the emergence of the automobile and the
consequent necessity for handling an extremely large amount
of business on installments, together with the accompanying
development of the banking machinery to handle this paper,
was what made all of the ever widening aspects of this busi-
ness practicable#
Starting at the beginning of the twentieth century, only
a few automobiles were found in this country, and they be-
longed to the extremely wealthy class, who, as a rule, paid
spot cash* By 1923 the automobile industry had the largest
production value of any single Industry. During the year
1900 there were 8,000 cars and trucks registered in the
United States, which, by the year 1938, had increased to
the astounding total of 29,383,319. Consequently, to in-
crease automobile sales, the market sought had to be in
constantly lowering income brackets, and when it affected
wage earners, small business men, etc., the practice of spot
cash methods of purchase was no longer practicable, nor was
it possible*
At first, most models sold were open cars, which led to
a highly seasonable business, with sales concentrating in the
spring. As the manufacturers were attempting to cut costs by
mass production methods which necessitated an even flow of
production, the problem of accumulating stock became increas-
ingly pressing, as neither the dealer nor the distributor
could afford to purchase a large quantity of cars and place
them in storage* As a result of this seeming impasse, as
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well as the desire of the buyers of limited incomes, the
installment method was not only highly practicable but was
also extremely necessary. As soon as the dealer started
to sell automobiles on the installment plan, the problem
of discounting notes arose, for the banks were unwilling
to accept these notes because of their non-liquidity as well
as the problem of collecting delinquent accounts. Likewise,
distributors could not afford to carry stocks without in-
stallments, which, in turn, necessitated the granting of so
much credit on the part of the man\ifacturer
,
that it would
make business Impossible, because of the lack of money, by
means of which current production could be carried on. The
solution was found in the finance corporation.
Open accounts for collateral had long been used. When
a business man needed funds, which local banks would not
furnish, he would make a promissory note secured by his ac-
counts receivable and give it to a broker, who, in turn, se-
cured the required amount from some lending Institution by
selling the paper at a certain discount, A definite fee was
charged by the brokers for this service. As the volume of
this business increased, individual brokers became ’’com-
mercial paper houses,” Originally the debtor was notified
of the change of the person or company to whom he was in-
debted, but later a policy of ’’non-notification" evolved.
At the same time "commercial paper houses" became known by
such titles as "Commercial Acceptance Trust," "Commercial
Credit Corporation," etc.
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'ITie aspect of '*non-notification” ‘was aeveloped in 1905
when John L. Little and Arthur A. Jones, who were selling
the Encyclopedia Americana on the monthly payment plan,
exhausted their working capital, and drew up an agency con-
trol for the sale of receivables, which “provided for the
collection of the account by the assignor as the agent of the
assignee, ** (12) The Mercantile Credit Con5)ftny of Chicago
was founded on this basis in the spring of 1905, It was
operated until 1908 when Mr, Little sold his interest in the
company and with Mr, Neville Rothschild organized the Nation-
al Trust and Credit CoitQjany, In February of 1917 this
con^any began to deal in automobile paper, and soon after
that were* financing installment payments on other commodi-
ties.
In 1908 Mr, Henry Ittleson formed the Commercial Credit
Investment Trust in Saint Louis, which purchased open ac-
counts, This grew into the present Commercial investment
Trust Corporation, Likewise, in 1910 Mr, A, E, Duncan
started the Commercial Credit Corporation in Baltimore,
Maryland, Both of these institutions are today amiong the
largest financing con5)anies in the United States,
The first individual to make a regular practice of pur-
chasing automobile paper appears to be a Mr. L, A. Weaver,
of San Francisco, who just started in December 1913. In
May 1915 the officials of the Willys Overland Company formed
(12) Seligman, E.R. A. The Economics of Installment Selling
(New York: Harper and Brothers, 1927 ) p. 36
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the Guarantee Service Company in Toledo, Ohio, to afford
to the dealers of the Willys -Overland automobile exclusive-
ly the advantages of the installment method. In April 1916
a New York corporation, the Guarantee Securities Corporation,
was founded to afford to the dealers of any make of auto-
mobile these same advantages. By this time so much interest
was aroused concerning this field of financing that auto-
mobile paper was purchased by the previously-mentioned Com-
mercial Investment Trust, Commercial Credit Corporation, and
National Bond and Investment Company, as well as a host of
others
,
In 1919 Mr. John J, Rascob, of the General Motors Cor-
poration, seeing the desirability of a financing company
closely affiliated with the parent company, founded the
General Motors Acceptance Corporation, which is a giant in
this field.
Thus was born the machinery for financing installment
paper. Dealers in other lines, seeing the great impetus to
automobile sales furnished by the installment plan, natural-
ly hurried to seciire like benefits. In addition to such
lines as had already employed this method, we find install-
ment selling of such commodities as electric refrigerators,
radios, electric sweepers, washing machines, etc.
After such machinery was established for installment
selling, the depression of 1921 and 1922 came along and cut
potential markets to such a degree that manufacturers who

had greatly enlarged their plants turned to the example of
the automotive industry to retain a portion of that busi-
ness, no longer available under normal credit terms.
To indicate the general attitude of industry as a whole,
I am incorporating, at this point, a release of the General
Motors Acceptance Corporation, dated January 25, 1939, as it
is very illuminating concerning the attitude of the auto-
mobile industry as regards the use of installment selling
in promoting sales,
"’V/HERE ARE AUTOMOBILE SALES COMING FROM IN 1939?’
"After keeping the most elaborate statistics
over the years and watching them ramble up and
down, the automobile industry alv/ays predicts
’more business’ for next year. No general sales
manager would dare to go on record that fev/er
cars might be sold in the approching twelve
months. No dealer would dare suggest a smaller
quota or allotment for himself. We are an in-
dustry of Inveterate optimists,
"Now viTith a year of abruptly declining
business just behind us, and with an encourag-
ing reception of new models to feed our hopes,
we are again waving the time-worn banner of
rosy predictions. Some of us are waving rather
mechanically, as if it were the thing to do.
Others of us wave enthusiastically, with eager
eyes on the cash register. But very few of us
have sat down quietly and asked ourselves the
question, ’Where are more automobile sales
coming from in 1939?’ Much less have we
attempted to ferret out the answer,
"If General Motors Acceptance Corporation
were able to ansv/er this question for each
dealer, or even for each factory, it would
qualify as a very high-powered sales depart-
ment, Indeed - which it is not I But General
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Motors Acceptance Corporation has been a party
j
to over 14 million time sales in the last 20 I
years, which experience has provided a vast t.
fund of information, imd General Motors Accept- !
ance Corporation has stopped and asked itself
the question, ’Where are more automobile sales
coming from in 1939?* - and has sought to use its
|
experience to find clues to the answer,
|
"In this and several succeeding letters 1
these clues will be developed and discussed at
j
length. The purpose of these efforts is - not
j
to predict what sales will be - but to uncover I
sources and indicate methods of obtaining more I
sales. Whether or not these efforts will yieTd
j
more sales, depends entirely upon the use to
which they are put by salesmen in factories and
in dealerships. Then again, the amount of use I
will depend on whether or not the sources are
|
any good. So here goes’,
"One of the most reliable techniques over
developed for unearthing clues regarding future
performance is to
-
|
1, Review past performance. *
2, Assemble all known facts about it, '
3, Use these to deduce future pro-
babilities, i;
"This is the technique which we will use
I
in our search for clues to answer the question - ^
’Where are more automobile sales coming from
\
in 1939? ’ ,
I
"These figures represent total new car .
sales divided into time sales obtained from
data collected from dealers by General Motors •:
Acceptance Corporation men monthly and con- :
solidated for each year. The time sales include ;
paper discounted with finance companies, banks, '
or carried in the dealers own portfolio.
;
"Several observations come to mind from !
even a casual glance at this data. 1
r
1, Total sales in 1937 were about ’
equal to 1929, yet there were '
159,000 fewer time buyers, h
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2, Total sales in 1938 v/ill about equal
1931, yet there will be 142,000
fewer time buyers,
3, This means that if the same number
of time buyers were available as in
1931, dealers could have increased
their volume nearly 16^ and their
profits even more.
4, Even in the peak year of 1936, there
were 13,000 fewer time buyers than
in 1929 although total sales were
greater by 220,000.
5, The fluctuation from high to low
over the cycle is much greater for
time buyers than for cash buyers
and in 1938 the time buyers left the
market to a greater degree than
ever before,
’’These observations have a goodly number
of explanations which will be discussed in
-future letters. But they provide the first clue
which is very important to every one of us.
CLUE MTJIvIBER ONE - LOOK FOR TEE TILE BUYER IN 1939
P, S, This performance data is the national
average and may not agree with the sales exper-
ience of individual dealers. Any observations
of local experience which point the way tov/ard
locating the missing time buyer will be most
welcomed,
”
Naturally, if one firm offered its goods under install-
ment credit terms, its competitors were forced to do the
'same, and cases of competition in making the terms favorable
to the purchaser were not unknown. This competition in ex-
tending the opportunity to buy on easy payments spread to
other industries. As that portion of the total national in-
come which had ordinarily been spent, for example, on jewel-
ry, was directed to the purchase of automobiles, the jewelry
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Industry, to protect itself, in so far as possible, offered
the same liberal terms. When business conditions improved
the increasing national income followed the channel cut in
the depression period and the volume of installment sales
increased in ratio to the increase in income*
It is notable that as soon as business activity picked
up to a marked extent in the year 1936 dealers began to pro-
tect themselves by instituting more stringent credit terms*
In this particular instance their willingness to increase
sales by this means evidently overran their better judgment
for repossessions during the following year, when a sudden
drop in business took place, were the highest on record, A
very strong tendency to use installments as a means of boost-
ing falling sales is shown by the fact that the various deal-
ers overlooked this lesson and once again in the year 1938 we
find that the terms offered to the installment buyer were the
most favorable of any terms offered in any roughly comparable
period, A safe conclusion is that now and in the future in-
stallment sales are and will continue to be a very potent fact-
or in the control of sales volume*
Another explanation of the increased amount of install-
ment buying lies in the "overproduction" or "underconsumption"
theory advanced by, among numerous others, Mr, W, T, Poster
and Mr, Waddil Catchings, This theory holds that although we
obviously have the capacity to produce more goods than are
consumed, the flow of national income is such that those
classes, in whose great nximbers lie the potential market for
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this great production, do not receive an amount in wages
sufficient to purchase full production capacity on regular
terms. This theory regards installment selling as a logic-
al result of overproduction as it makes possible, for a
certain length of time, the moving of inventories for which
purchasing power, in the intended market, does not exist.
Opponents to the theory claim that while installment selling
increases the demand in one period, any such an Increase
will be automatically deducted from a later period and the
correlative purchasing power of this temporary stimulus to
production is of little importance, for it does not increase
purchasing power but merely advances it,
III, Present Characteristics .
People Using the Plan: - V/hatever the reason for the
increase in installment selling, the increase is a self
evident fact. At first only the poorer and less responsible
classes of people used the plan. The consequent losses of
dealers on bad accounts were very hi^ and the cost of the
privilege was accordingly high. The time payment customers
v/ere also ignorant and impecunious and dealers took advantage
of them in m.any cases. These abuses were so flagrant that a
campaign to stamp them out was necessary. About 1920 or 1921,
hovirever, installment selling became more accepted by the more
fortunate people, V/hile it v;as still frowned upon in some
quarters, the social stigma attached lessened by degrees until
at the present time it seems to be used by all groups, v/ith
4
the most usage made hy the lower income groups. This gener-
al belief is confirmed by an investigation made to determine
the number of heads of fam.ilies in a city of sixty thousand
inhabitants using installment credits. (13) Of five hundred
and thirty-two families living in forty- one -square residen-
tial blocks and furnishing a fair sample of the classes of
the entire population, ninety-three families, or seventeen
and one half percent (17-^^) made use of installment credit
for purchases of amounts ranging from twelve dollars (^12)
to One Thousand Four Hundred Twenty Five Dollars (|1,425).
These were exclusive of insurance and real estate payments.
It was also found that forty per cent (40^) of the families
living in the poorer section of the city, twenty- five per
cent (25%) of those living in the middle class section of
the city, and five per cent (5%) of the well-to-do part of
the city made use of the installment method of buying. (14)
Althou^ this study was made in 1926, the tendency of
the more wealthy to use this method of payment in making
purchases was and still is shov/n by the quality and prices
of articles offered. Y/e see refrigerators, furniture and
jewelry for sale on time that are really expensive. Yifhile
we know that time pa3niients have enabled families of medium
Income to purchase merchandise of better grades than they
(13) Plvumner, Wilbiu? C. - Social And Economic Consequences
of Buying On The Installment Plan
.
- Supplement to
Vol. CXXIX of The Annals. (Philadelphia: The American
Academy of Political and Social Science, 1927) p. 11
(14) Ibid. p. 11

r[
could if they had to pay cash for them; nevertheless, these
goods are of such a price that they, in all probability,
would not be purchased except by some of the wealthier people.
It should not be assumed that installment is confined to
the urban population, for investigation in several mid-V/est-
ern and Southern states showed the middle and less well-to-do
people to be buying on those terms. Likewise, a glance
through the catalogue of any of the large mail order houses,
designed to reach these same customers, shows that this angle
is stressed. It is well known that some aspects of auto-
mobile financing is so set up as to attract the agricultural
buyer. In such cases terms of credit are so arranged that
the farmer could secure a car, truck, or tractor, and use it,
and then pay for it from the proceeds of his crops. Agri-
cultural machinery has, of course, been sold for a long time
on this partial payment basis.
Changes in Attitude Toward Time Payment Selling; - As
has been stated, previously, installment buying was con-
sidered reprehensible; an arrangement for people who could
not take care of their ovm affairs and for people who needed
a collector to tell them how to dispose of their small pay
check. There was a tendency on the part of many to look
dovm on those individuals who purchased on time, Vsfith the
gradual lightening of that stigma and the consequent in-
crease in the use of this system of buying, more and more
people, in 1926 and 1927, changed their view point. How-
ever, a few conservatives raised a howl to the heavens that

we were ‘becoming a nation of spendthrifts, and that the
virtue of good old American thrift Y;as disappearing.
But now, when one’s neighbor drives out in a new car,
the odds are at least even that he bought it on install-
ments and no one thinks any less of him for it* The auto-
mobile is credited with changing our attitude in the pres-
ent and our outlook for the future. Supporting this theory
is the experience of General Motors, which shov/s, for the
past ten years, that vrhile forty-four and eight tenths per
cent (44,8^) of their total automobile sales were for cash,
fifty-five and tv/o tenths per cent (55.2^) of these sales
were on a time payment basis.
It is, in many cases, felt that our children, being
raised in this period of spending money, which has not yet
been earned, and in an environment where the practice of
thrift is not taught to them, will be less responsible
economically than their parents. In many other cases, hov/-
ever, the attitude is taken that Installment buying installs
a system of orderly payments on accounts which previously
had been paid in a hap-hazard manner, thus furnishing a
discipline upon those people who formerly did not regularly
pay their bills. There is no question that hundreds of
thousands of people are receiving an education in the use
of credit and the responsibilities resulting therefrom, for
the close collection follow-up on installment accounts must,
of necessity, drive home this aspect. Previously anyone
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could load himself up with as many accounts as he wished,
the only check heing the judgment of credit men, supple-
mented by the reports from credit bureaus, etc. If he
does not meet his installments on time pa3rments, however,
his notes will become delinquent and the purchases re-
possessed, If he buys beyond his income, his credit will,
sooner or later, be curtailed, for the credit investigation
on installment accounts seems to be more careful than on
regular open acco\mts. If he does not pay these payments
regularly, he is put on the cash list. Since credit is
universally desired, there is, no doubt, something in the
point that installment payments are causing some individuals,
particularly those in the lower social and economic groups,
to live in such a way that they can pay their installments
as they mattire and thereby keep their credit standing good.
Reasoning Toward Time Payment on the Part of the Gon-
stimer ; - The above has reflected the objective and
supposedly unbiased opinion of impartial observers concern-
ing the effects of Installment selling upon the character
of those employing the plan. As to the judgments concern-
ing the installment plan of the users thereof, the results
of one survey made by the B\ireau of Business Research,
School of Administration, University of Oregon, in 1926,
which received answers to 2,105 questionnaires which it
sent out to installment purchasers in the United States,
tho following tables give the number of replies to each
particular question, with the relative percentage
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of the whole number of answers received.
In favor
Reason Humber of
Replies
^ of
Total
1. Makes paying easier 991 47.1
2. Encourages thrift by saving to
meet payments 876 41.6
5. Can enjoy product while paying
for it 847 40.0
4. More convenient 726 34.5
5. Permits more people to be
employed 466 22.1
6, Can enjoy greater luxury 346 16.4
7. Helps to keep up appearances 338 16.1
8. Satisfies the family 313 14.9
Against
1. Encourages running into debt 1,463 69.5
2. Leads to extravagance 1,331 63.2
3. Failure to meet payments means
loss of articles in addition
to past payments 1,667 79^2
4. Cost is much greater 1,034 49.1
5. Always bothered with small bills 864 41.0
6. Payments last longer than article 711 33.8
7. Not fair to those who pay cash 579 27.5
8. Lov/er quality goods sold on
installment plan 475 22.6
A summary of the comments obtained with the above infor-
mation will give a very good picture of the general trend of
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the flood of articles which inundated various periodicals
during the latter half of the decade of the tv/enties.
A, Remarks made by those in favor of installment buying.
1, It helps the man on a small salary to raise his
standard of living by buying more of the comforts
of life.
2, A boon to those out of funds.
3. It is fair to those who pay cash because they get
a discount.
4. Things bought on installments cost no more.
5, Price so little more than cash that it pays to buy
on the installment plan and lend your money now.
6. We like to buy on the installment plan because the
business firm is always ready to fix the article
bought if it is not paid for and is not 0, K.
B. Remarks by those flatly opposed to the installment plan.
1. Installment plan of buying is ruining the home and
the nation.
2. Installment plan of buying should be prohibited ,by
law - the slavery of Civil War days is not in it
with the present time,
3. The worst thing that has happened to the working
class
,
4. Is being forced upon many that do not want it,
5. Is an aid of high pressure selling,
, Those paying cash suffer from the plan.6

7, Costs a lot more.
8, Sets up false standards of living that the average
man cannot keep up with,
9, Unsound "because it is a form of speculation on the
part of the purchaser,
10
Most people will make their automobile payments and
make the merchant wait for his payments for their
groceries and clothing,
C, Remarks by those who favor the plan under certain circum-
stances,
1, Installment plan is all right for necessities, but
not for luxuries. (This remark was made by ninety*
two persons
.
)
2, It is all right for a man with a steady income,
3, Success of the plan depends upon the person using
it.
4, Plan is all right if the article piu?chased is used
in business or to make more money,
5, All right for articles of a substantial value in
price.
6, Plan is all right if a substantial first payment
is made,
7, All right if credit standing of individual is in-
vestigated.
8, The plan is all right if people are educated to it,
9, The home should be on a budget and allow a certain
amount to be used as an installment of some article

most desired
^’/hile the above opinions present no scientific sampling
in the manner of the Gallup poll they serve as a gauge to
customer experience*
Effects of Time Payment Selling on the People Using it:
One aspect of the effect of installment selling upon
the consumer with exceptionally poor sales resistance has
been given wide publicity. "Every town seems to have at
least one unfortunate whose sales resistance is so low that
his contracts total more than his earning power for the next
year, "(15) The officers of the International Typographical
Union state this aspect very bluntly, "Good wages and
healthful working conditions cannot greatly add to a wage
earner *s happiness if he persists in getting into debt. The
root of the evil is in the tremendous growth of the credit
business, which in the last decade has raised a need of de-
fense against the high pressured type of salesman In-
sinuating salesmen trained in selling psychology and in
"credit desire," abetted by the wives jealous of neighbors*
displays, are constantly waiting to take the breadwinner in
a weak moment and unload something on him,"(l6)
(15) Po\md, Arthur. - The Land of Dignified Credit . - The
Atlantic Monthly - February, 1926. p. 258
(16) Seligman, E, R. A, The Economics of Installment
Selling
.
(Nev; York: Marper and Brothers, 192'/)
p. 269

The view of the writer is that this class of purchaser
with so little ability to forecast the future, in almost
all cases, came from a low income group, and in the early
part of the recent depression was forced to surrender the
merchandise which he was carrying on the installment plan.
Having learned his lesson as to the impracticability of buy-
ing an undue amount of merchandise on installment accounts,
he is not repeating the painful experience. (With, of course,
some exceptions of a few people of almost incredible gulli-
bility dealing with unscrupulous merchants who do business
with the lov/est income groups,)
The final effect of installment selling upon the wel-
fare of the nation, however, will be reflected in the ac-
cumulation of capital by the working classes, Yvhile the
figures of savings bank deposits are often quoted to prove
the benefits of Installment selling, some economists, v/ith
whom the writer is inclined to agree, maintain that these
statistics are of little value in a discussion of this point.
The reason I am Inclined to place but little emphasis on this
aspect is that a consideration of savings bank deposits elim-
inates all other forms of savings, while perhaps these de-
posits only replace other savings. In addition to which,
there has been drawn no sufficient correlation, statistically
speaking, between the growth of installment selling and the
growth of savings bank deposits. All the available exhibits
are based upon a period of rising national income, rising

price levels, and rising per capita income, while any
fignres dealing v;ith the depression are discounted as
distorted hy highly abnormal conditions. Therefore, lack-
ing facilities to make an extensive investigation into the
numerous ramifications of the too generally accepted fig-
ures dealing with this aspect, I shall reflect only the
theories based upon more solid reasoning,
IfThile it is often claimed that installment credit
leads into virtual economic slavery, the fact that similar
conditions have always existed cannot be denied. Would not
the fact that installment selling often increases an indi-
I"
vidual*s capacity to earn offset this picture? V/ould not
the possibility of earning something previously out of one’s
ability to obtain increase his efforts to obtain it? If
this is so, should not installment selling be considered as
a stimulant to that individual’s capacity to save, con-
sidered in the light of durable commodities?
Likewise, consider the aspect of obtaining goods on a
definitely productive character by means of installment
buying. Is not the acquisition of such goods an actual ad-
dition to the national productivity?
In the viewpoint of the writer. Installment selling,
discounting all figures which are open to question, but
considered from the purely economic basis of an individual’s
desire and ability to perform his work, cannot but be con-
sidered as beneficial, if used with any degree of intelli-
gence
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Character of Goods Bought on Time Payment : - Because
of the irnportance attached to the character of the goods
bought on installments by those Investigating the system,
an analysis actually showing items most VYidely purchased
has been made.
The following table has been compiled as a result of
an investigation made by the Economic Policy Commission of
the American Bankers Association, a questionnaire sent out
by the School of Administration of the University of Oregon,
and by the Farmers Loan and Trust Company of New York, The
list is arranged in the order of the volume of credit out-
standing at a given time,
1, Automobiles
2, Household f-urniture
3, Pianos
4, Sewing Machines
5, Phonographs
6, Washing Machines
7, Radios
8, Jewelry
9, Clothing
10, Tractors
11, Gas Stoves
12, Electric Refrigerators
13, Vacuum Sweepers
14 , Farm Equipment
15, Building Improvements

V/hile it is possible to buy almost any commodity on
the installment plan, the total volnme of credit outstand-
ing as charged to them does not justify including them in
the above list, (The above list will prove upon inspection
to be to a certain degree invalidated by the passage of
time. Nevertheless examination of more recent lists show
it to be about as correct as any that can be obtained. It
was used because it represents the most intensive research
of any of the available data,)
General Aspects of Repossession ; - So far, in this dis-
cussion, no mention has been made of the one aspect of in-
stallment selling that has made it practicable; namely, re-
possession, There is an entirely natural reluctance on the
part of the various dealers to reveal any comprehensive data
concerning this unpleasant side of time payments, Hov/ever,
I shall use as a basis an analysis of the experience of one
of the largest finance companies dealing chiefly with auto-
mobile paper, and shall attempt to derive therefrom certain
conclusions patently pertaining to industry as a whole.
Most repossessions occur as a result of the unwise ex-
tension of credit at the time of purchase, an obviously pre-
ventable occurrence. It can be safely asstmied that repos-
sessions due to contingencies unforseen at the time of the
sale are not preventable. However, the granting of credit
during boom times on the basis of the indefinite protraction
. of such phenominal prosperity is all too generally done.

This leads to many of the regretable occurrences which, all
of us have observed during recent years. In the same inan-
ner the general tightening of credit during periods of de-
pression (except in the instance of the furniture industry)
is equally harmful, even though readily understandable.
As the practice of installment selling becomes older,
it can be anticipated that the users thereof will become
more proficient in taking into consideration the various
contingencies most apt to occur in the future and thus
eliminate a considerable portion of the unpleasantness aris-
ing from too fond expectations quoted in terms of contracts
of future payments. Even if the consumers do not rise to
any great degree of exactitude in such forecasting, it is
logical to expect that merchants who have lost money during
the recent depression will not be so ready to grant indis-
criminate credit, and thus lessen their liquidity in case the
business cycle suddenly swerves, as it did in 1936 and 1937,
Eowever, to show how indiscriminately time payment credit
was extended and utilized during these years, repossession of
automobiles sold on installment credit was the largest in 1937
of any year since 1932, which showed that:
1, People who bought on time, irrespective of articles
of merchandise purchiased, had been hit by the
general slump in business of that year; notwith-
standing the attempts of the finance companies
and the dealers to allow extensions on their
payments; and
2, Installment selling fluctuates directly, either
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,
up or down, with business in general and partic-
ularly with retail sales.
The fall of the year is the big repossession period.
One thing which is partially responsible for this is the
fact that many people buy used automobiles for their va-
cations, and after their vacation periods are over, refuse
to pay the heavy v/inter storage charges. The only re-
course the dealer has is to repossess. Another factor in
the heavy repossession in the fall of the year is the
throwing out of work of many people during the fall months.
Ninety- four (94) out of every one thousand (1,000)
cars sold on installments during 1937 v/ere repossessed,
which was double the repossessions of 1936, In 1932, one
hundred and two (102) cars out of every one thousand (1,000)
sold on time were repossessed.
Another factor in this large niimber of repossessions
in 1937 was the laxness in the extension of credit during
the greater portion of that year. In September and October
of 1937, stiffer credit requirements were put into effect,
the results of v/hich, however, could not be felt for a year,
at least, I have been unable to find any statistics as to
the number of repossessions for 1938, either in this or any
other field.
Characteristics of Installment Selling During Periods
of Depression and Recovery ;- The point has previous-
ly been made that installment selling in many respects
parallels credit as a whole. In no way is this similarity
,
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so pronounced, as in the expansion or contraction of install-
ment selling during periods of prosperity or depression.
In times of prosperity the tendency is for such credit
to be granted and utilized in an ever-widening circle. This
trend was exemplified in the year 1936, when recovery was
getting under way, and at which time we find that many in-
ducements were offered to time payment buyers in the form of
longer terms for payment, lower carrying charges (sometimes
none at all), extension of the idea to cover "soft” or non-
durable goods which have no repossession value, and the re-
duction or even entire elimination of down payments. This
naturally resulted in an increase of sales on this basis.
We find that Installment volume in the field of automobile tire
and accessories during 1936 increased 41,4^, while it in-
creased 2Q% in department store sales and 44.8^ in womens'
specialties stores.
This general tendency to boost sales continues until an
antithetical reaction sets in. Just what constitutes the
point at which the grantors of such credit decide to limit
their liberality in terms is hard to determine, but it is
noteworthy that a meeting of the National Ketail Dry Goods
Association, wherein it was decided to establish a policy of
"clamping down" on these controlling aspects, coincided very
closely with the decline of the various indices of business
activity. The resultant changes of policy were by no means
revolutionary but were indicated by a gradual tightening up
of credit, with those commodities handled by the larger
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finance companies being more closely controlled.
As has been stated, this general tightening of credit
terms extends during periods of lessening business activity,
but as soon as general conditions become better, terms of-
fered once again become liberal, • Thus vre find that, accord-
ing to the Retail Credit Survey, terms which prevailed in
1938 were far more liberal in all lines that those found in
any roughly comparable period.
Even as the merchant or dealer is unwilling to extend
credit during periods of decreasing business activity, so
is the consumer loath to place an obligation against his
future income. All these factors combine to cause an un-
usually great variation in the volume of installment sell-
ing, which falls more rapidly than ordinary credit in times
of uncertainty and increases disproportionately when the
economic skies brighten. This generalization is substant-
iated by a comparsion of dollar sales figures of 1,920
credit granting stores which reveals that installment sales
during the year 1936 increased 25.4^, while open credit
sales increased only 14.5^.
IV, Discussion of Consumer and Producer Goods ,
As the great objection to installment selling centers
to a large extent around the v/isdom of buying cons\imers goods
on such a plan, I shall decuss the differences lying between
that type of goods commonly referred to as productive, and
that type of goods referred to as consumptive, and endeaver
to point out a few fallacies occurring in the general
reasoning on this point.
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V/ealth ; - "Wealth, as economists commonly use the
term, is the collective name applied to goods such as
food, clothing, furniture, kitchen utensils, houses, auto-
mobiles, raw materials, etc.; things which are material,
scarce, useful and transferable and which are necessary
for the well being of individuals and society as a whole. "( 1
7
)
Generally speaking, wealth to satisfy immediately and
directly individual wants may be called consumers goods*
Cigarettes, clothing, liquor, pleasure cars and so forth
would obviously fall in this category. On the other hand,
wealth in such a form as not to be used directly, but rather
to create more wealth, goods, or services, may be classified
as producers goods. Obvious examples of producers wealth
would be manufacturing machinery, buildings, railroads,
trucks, etc.
It is obvious that the greater the stock of a nation’s
supply of producers goods the greater will be that nation’s
well-being. Consequently "producers credit has long been
accepted as a most useful device, as it allows persons who
own wealth, but who, on account of their ordinary occupa-
tions or from a lack of ability, or for other reasons, can-
not use it in a productive manner, to place it in the hands
of those more able to employ it efficiently in production. "(18)
(17) Plummer, Wilbur C. - Social And Economic Consequences
Of Buying On The Installment Plan . - Supplement to
Vol. CXXIX of The Annals. (Philadelphia: The American
Academy of Political and Social Science, 1927) p. 13
(18) Ibid. p. 13

Extension of Credit in the Field of Consiomer Goods:
Hov/ever, it is the extension of credit in the field of con-
sumers goods that is the point under discussion. Concern-
ing this extension, the opinion of the classical economists
is very briefly expressed by John Stuart Mills as follows:
’’Credit given by dealers to -unproductive cons-umers is
never an addition, but always a detriment, to the sources
of public wealth. It makes over in temporary use, not the
capital of the unproductive class to the productive, but
that of the productive to the -unproductive. If A, a dealer,
supplies goods to B, a landovmer or annuitant, to be paid
for at the end of five years, as much of the capital of A
as is equal to the value of these goods remains for five
years unproductive. During such a period, it might have
been several times expended and replaced, and goods to the
amount might have been several times produced, consumed,
and reproduced: consequently B*s withholding 100 L. for
five years, even if he pays at last, has cost to the labor-
ing classes of the community during that period an absolute
loss of probably several times that amount. A, individually,
is compensated, by putting a higher price upon his goods,
which is ultimately paid by B: but there is no compensation
made to the laboring classes, the chief sufferers by every
diversion of capital, whether permanently or temporarily, to
unproductive uses. The cotmtry has had 100 L. less of
capital during those five years, B having taken that amo-unt
from A*s capital and spent it unproductively, in anticipa-
tion of his own means, and having only after five years set

apart a sum from his income and converting it into capital
for the purpose of indemnifying A."
T/hile this analysis is, in part, true, it fails to take
into consideration the fact that a large portion of install-
ment selling is extended on such commodities as washing ma-
chines, vacuum cleaners and other labor saving devices which
while ordinarily classified as consumers goods, nevertheless
by their time-saving qualities, release a certain amount of
time which could, if desired, be employed productively. If
some person is able to fill a position and run a home at the
same time by the use of labor saving machinery, the loan of
which has been obtained by installm.ent buying, that loan is
not detrimental to the source of the flow of national wealth
but is rather an actual Increase to that flow, in the same
manner as is productive credit. As an example, cases of
young married couples, both of whom are able to hold their
positions because of labor saving machinery bought on ’’time,
are quite frequent.
Another exception to Mr, Mills’ objection could be
brought out in the case of a person who has a savings ac-
count but does not wish to disturb it and, consequently,
employs installment selling to buy a suit of clothes. Does
it make any difference if he drav/s the pin*chase price from
the bank and thus draws it directly from productive use or
if he makes use of installment credit, thereby drawing the
same amount from productive use? In both cases the wealth
engaged in productive use would be the same. It is not the

consiJiner^s loan, as is sometimes ass-umed, that is a detri-
ment to the source of v/ealth, hut the consumption of wealth
Itself. It is saving and the employing of the savings pro-
ductively that increases wealth. Many objections raised to
installment selling are based on the assumption that such
buying diverts wealth from productive to consumptive wealth,
thereby lowering the national income, as has been previous-
ly stated. However, in the above, as well as in many other
analogous instances, the facts as revealed by deeper in-
vestigation seem to point to the fact that wealth so ob-
tained is engaged in active production.
With this view of productive and consumptive goods,
let us examine the goods most commonly sold on "time.”
Outstanding is the passenger automobile commonly considered
as a consumptive commodity. It is, however, difficult to
determine to just what extent the passenger automobile is
really a consumptive good. Consider, for example, a car
purchased by a salesman and used only in spare time in the
pursuit of pleasure. Such a car, we believe, should be
classed as productive rather than consumptive. It mi^t
be well to take into consideration washing machines, vacuum
cleaners and sewing machines. They are labor saving devices
and, as pointed out previously should, at least to a certain
extent, be considered as productive to the degree which they
release energy formerly tied up in the drudgery of household
chores.
The general trend of criticism can be almost entirely
concentrated in the opinion of numerous business men, as

quoted by Plummer in the following: "..broadly speaking, it
seems to us that installment buying is justified insofar as
the purchase of necessities is concerned. Insofar as the
acquisition of luxuries is concerned, however, the concensu
of opinion would seem to be that that phase of installment
selling which encourages the purchase of such articles is
uneconomic and should be discoiu’aged. (19)
It is, however, extremely difficult to determine just
what line should be drawn between luxuries and necessities.
Vlev/polnts change with the spirit of the times. In the
older point of view, luxury was regarded as implying in-
temperate action or excess in any kind of gratification,
and therefore as being inherently vicious. It was held
that luxury was a privilege of the wealthy and should, in
the order of common decency, be enjoyed by that same class
alone. The disapproval of the wealthier classes of any evi
dence of self gratification on the part of the masses gave
rise to sumptuary legislation. Even a few years ago, we
found people in the United States complaining of miners
v/earing silk shirts and of shop girls wearing silk stock-
ings and fur coats. The modern concept of liixury, as con-
trasted v/lth the old, was given birth to a large extent by
Hume in his "Discourse of Luxury" wherein he states: "Lux-
ury is a word of very uncertain significance, and may be
(19) Plummer, Wilbur C. - Social And Economic Consequences
Of Buying On The Installment Plan
.
- Supplement to
Vol, CXXIX of The Annals. (Philadelphia: The American
Academy of Political and Social Science, 1927) p. 18

taken in a good as well as a bad sense. In general, it
means great refinement in the gratification of the senses;
and any degree of it may be innocent or blamable, according
to the age or country or condition of the person. The
bounds betwixt the virtue and the vice cannot here be fixed
exactly more than other moral subjects. To Imagine that the
gratifying of any of the senses or the indulging any deli-
cacy in meats, drinks, or apparel is of Itself a vice can
never enter any head that is not disordered by the frenzies
of a fanatical enthusiasm.”
With this aspect of the relativity of luxury we must
bear in mind the currently accepted economic theory as ex-
pressed by Professor Simon Patten in his "The Theory of
Dynamic Economics,” that ”...the primary law of social
progress is that society progresses from a simple, costly,
and inharmonious consiunption to a varied, cheap, and har-
monious consumption.” A society devoted solely to the manu-
facture of basic commodities has not risen to a great degree
of "higher civilization.” In other words, those people who
object to liixury as being detrimental to the national wel-
fare are Inconsistent, as their criterion of a higher civ-
ilization must, of necessity. Include the fine and beautiful
objects which they, in turn, must classify as their maligned
luxuries.
Still another defense of those aspects of living con-
sidered by the more conservative groups as luxuries, has
been advanced in the "economy of high wages” as propounded
by Henry Ford, who maintains that the higher the
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standard of life of the average man, the greater his pro-
ductivity, and, consequently, generally speaking, of the
nation as a whole. As civilization, as we now material-
istically conceive it, advances, the luxury of one age he-
comes the necessity of another.
In view of the above arguments, it may be stated that
a necessity may be no more justifiable economically than
that v/hich at the particular moment is regarded as a luxury
The argument that installment selling diverts the wealth
from productive to consumptive channels is based upon a
standard that in many cases is established merely upon the
personal prejudices of the individual advancing the theory,
rather than upon more factual evidence.
V. The Cost of Buying on the Installment Plan
By Bank Other Than Lending Institution Lending Money
Itself : - Finance companies and retailers are able to
extend installment credit because they in turn can borrov/
from banks - the rate of interest charged by the bank is,
consequently, one of the prime cost factors. This rate
varies between different companies, depending upon the
judgments of the loaning banks, A second cost is insur-
ance or coverage of defaulted accounts.
For Insurance or Coverage of Defaulted Assets : - This
element of bad debts, of course, varies with the commodity.
This insurance is usually carried through companies special
izing in this particular field, (Once again the rates vary
from company to company.) The rates ordinarily vary from

ten to thirty-five dollars a thousand, depending upon the
comnodity, the character of the endorsements, geographical
and any other extraneous conditions* The rates are high-
est where the goods are of a slightly durable nature and
there is only one endorser. Similarly the rates are low-
est where the goods are dincable and the paper bears the
signature of purchaser, dealer, manufacturer, and finance
company. The finance company frequently endorses the notes
and insures payment thereof so as to be able to receive a
higher rating on its security for borrowing at the bank.
It would seem that the cost to the finance companies of
actual losses through bad debts is quite low, what with
the Insuring of bad accoimts, etc.
Investigation of Applicant : - A third cost is the
cost of investigation of the character, financial position,
and previous credit history of the applicant. This is
done through the various credit reporting agencies.
Overhead ; - A fourth and final cost is found in the
overhead expense entailed in maintaining offices, equip-
ment, and personnel able to handle a great number of small
transactions. It might be mentioned, parenthetically, that
the management of the niamerous branches and offices of the
larger credit corporations require a number of really ef-
ficient credit men; a need v;hich has been met, for example,
by the Commercial Credit Company, in the establishment of a
very rigorous and highly specialized training school.
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These fo-ur items comprise the four greatest factors
entering into the cost of the financing of installment
selling through financing con^^anies.
Financing Charges to Dealers: - It has been said that
"figures don*t lie but liars figure." Installment financ-
ing is of comparatively recent origin, the mathematics con-
tained therein are somewhat complicated, and almost every-
one working in this field seems to be obscuring a true
basis of figuring*
The following presents in full a proposition made by a
finance company to a dealer.
"Our Charges."
"Our charges for services, including interest, all
forms, and so on, vary according to the length of time over
which your customers » installments run* For example, if
they des5-re to pay the balance due in twelve equal monthly
installments, our service charge is eight per cent {Q%) of
the face of the note, installment contract, lease, mortgage,
and so on*
The balance ov/ing must in all cases be paid in equal
monthly Installments* Our schedule of charges is shown be-
low:
Balance Payable in Our Charge
4 months
5 months
6 months
7 months
8 months
9 months
10 months
11 months
12 months
4^ of the balance owing
4§% of the balance owing
of the balance owing
of the balance owing
6% of the balance owing
6^% of the balance owing
7% of the balance ov^ing
7j-^ of the balance ov/ing
B% of the balance owing

As an Example
Cash selling price |68.00
Add 10^ for 10 months time 6,80
Total time selling price |'7'4,80
Dealer receives
Purchaser pays in cash |10.00
and gives contract for $64, 80
You send contract to us
and immediately receive
80^ 51.84
Less our charge of 1% 4,54
You therefore receive from us $47,30
You remit first payment to us $6,48
You remit second payment to us 6,48
You remit third payment to us 6,48
You remit foTU*th payment to us 6.48
You remit fifth payment to us 6,48
You remit sixth payment to us 6,48
You remit seventh pa3nnent to us 6,48
You remit eighth payment to us 6,48
Total remitted to us $51.84
You keep ninth payment 6.48
You keep tenth payment 6,48
You have therefore received for
youi’ machine $70.26
Cash selling price 68,00
Additional profit to you on
time payment plan $2,26
We do not finance paper running longer than twelve
months. We require that at least ten per cent (10^) he
paid in cash, as a down payment, at time of purchase, hut
our charge is only on the balance owing.
You Make Collections As Usual
We have found that most dealers desire to collect the
deferred payments themselves inasmuch as it results in many
of their customers coming to their store to make their
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pa3nnent 3 . V.Tille there the dealer has a good opportunity
to sell something else.
Under cur plan, we immediately pay you eighty per cent
(80^) of the unpaid face value, less our charge. You col-
lect the monthly installments and remit to us on the
fifteenth (15th) of each month the total amount maturing in
that month, whether or not you have collected all payments,
Y/hen you have sent us monthly payments sufficient to cover
the amount due us, including our charge, we return the con-
tracts to you and all future collections "belong to you.
The only cost to you is a small fee for yovir collection
privilege, the expense of which can he much more than offset
through your increased profit on time sales," ( 20)
In analyzing the above proposition one finds that al-
though the interest rate is stated at seven per cent (7^),
when the length of time the money is loaned is considered,
the rate amounts to twenty- eight per cent (28^) per annum
(v/hich is, of course, the way which such rates are ordinarily
considered.) In addition to which the dealer must remit the
payments whether or not he has collected them. In other
words,, the entire risk of bad accounts falls on the dealer.
All this would seem highly advantageous to the finance com*-
pany, however, the above offer was published in a periodical
with this comment:
(20) Plummer, Y/ilbur C, - Social And Economic Consequences
Of Buying On The Installment Plan
.
- Supplement to
Vol, CXXIX of The Annals. (Philadelphia: The American
Academy of Political and Social Science, 1927) pp. 27, 28.
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"Increased competition among the finance companies, and
the current low interest rates have resulted in a "buyers’
market" in installment sales financing-- in other words the
dealers are being offered many different types of "propositions"
from among which they can "pick and choose,"
If 28^ is the prevailing rate in a "Buyers Market" one
shudders to think of what it would be in a "Sellers’ Market,"
The following schedule presents an analysis of the charges
made by one of the largest finance companies*
Balance payable in Rate Finance
Company Says
It Charges,
Y/hat Finance
Company Act-
ually Charges
Total Cost
Of Credit
.To Consumer
4 months 22*52^ 48*00^
5 months 21*04 40.00
6 months 5% 20,16 34.27
7 months ^ 2% 19*52 30.00
8 months » 6% 19.03 26.66
9 months 18.68 24.00
10 months 1% 18.40 21.82
11 months 18.18 20*00
12 months 8% .18*00 18.45
These charges, moreover, do not include making collections
and/ or taking the risks of loss through bad accounts*
It would be unfair to say the charges of the finance
companies are always this high, for some companies (i.e. General
Motors Acceptance Corporation) have formed subsidiary accept-
ance corporations, which it is claims, cna work at a lower
rate than can "outside" companies*
Cost to the Consumer ; Frequently the customer is told that
the differnece between cash and credit prices is the regular
bank rate of interest* This is not true. The cost of buying
I'
*.
i
<-•
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on installment varies from nothing to as much as sixty per
cent (60^)* The usual range of this cost, however, ranges
from eleven per cent (11^) to forty per cent ( 40%),
Another way of quoting installment terms is shov/n by the
offer of a proi;iinent sev/ing machine company - ” We simply
discount fifteen per cent (15^) from the list price for cash."
Assume the list price is $100*00
Installment price 100*00
Cash price 85*00
Cost of Installment $ l5*0b
The proposition calls for ten equal monthly payments*
Actual cost of machine $ 85*00
Less down payment 10*00
Actual Amount of Loan $ ‘7*5 *0^ which was actually
lent for a period of five months, and for the use of which
$15*00 was charged. Therefore the rate per annum is act-
ually twenty per cent (20^)*
Similar calculations can be employed to shov/ that the
rates of interest advertised on budget plans, "ten-pay plans,"
etc. are not correctly stated, or at least so worded as to
give the prospective purchaser an incorrect idea of the cost
of employing the installment plan*
In numerous other cases business houses, give the impression
that there is no charge for installment credit. Once again,
this is misleading. The charge lies concealed in the mark-up.
As far as the installment buyer is concerned, however, he
obtains an advantage in such an arrangement inasmuch as his
interest burden is partially absorbed by the cash customer*

For obvious reasons it is extremely difficult to obtain
authoritative figures concerning this aspect, but it has
been established that, as an example, in the cheaper grade
clothing stores the mark up is often one hundred per cent
(100^)* This protects them as far as any probable losses
through non-payment of notes, and also allows for a wide
margin of price reduction to move slow moving merchandise.
In the viewpoint of the writer, the chief abuse of in-
stallment selling as now practiced lies in this abuse of
the customer’s confidence in the matter of quoting prices.
Where the charges are stated in a lump sum, the purchaser
is in a better position to consider the cost of using the
system to make a purcliase. It is much to be desired that
the stated finance charges should be, in every case, re-
duced to an actual correct percentage, and that the Nation-
al Discount Corporation will continue in its efforts in this
direction. There is a noticeable trend of the elimination
of the smaller companies, which charge excessive rates, and
the logical expectation is that competition will weed out
those firms which are compelled to resort to these tactics
to remain in business. Even while we deprecate these abuses
now stated, the comparison of the economic benefit of time
selling as compared to the cost therefor seems to be favor-
able to the system.
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VI. Effects of Installment Buying On The Business Cycle.
Introduction ; - Although much has been written concern-
ing the causes of fluctuation in business activity, the
ramnifications entering therein are so numerous and complex
in their manifestations that no one particular aspect can be
analyzed by itself. However, the fact that credit extension
as granted by businessmen, merchants, etc,, exclusive of the
control exerted thereupon by the Federal Reserve System, has
a definite influence upon business conditions as a whole, is
self-obvious , But to just v/hat extent this credit extension
is cause and to what extent it is effect cannot be determ.ined
Until the emergence of installment credit, this point
was discussed as producers credit solely.
Effects of Producers Credit ; - Even before the recent
depression, the following statement was made. ”A distinct
recession in business and possibly a panic within two or
three years would not be surprising. It will be the re-
sult of over -extension of the Installment business which to-
day is eating into the vitals of business like a cancer, "(21)
One way credit previously affected business conditions
is through general price levels influencing production and
thereby bringing about an over -expansion of credit. It has
long been established that an increase in the volume of
credit in a certain field of production will bring about a
(21) Babson, Roger Vv
, ,
The Nev; York Times, September 12, 1926

rise in price of that commodity. It is also an accepted
theory that rising prices stimulate business activity,
"However, when the entire stock of material equipment of
industry and the available supply of labor are being
utilized to their fullest extent, further extensions of
credit cannot increase appreciably the total output of
goods. The Increased credit simply increases the monetary
purchasing pov/er, by an increase in bank deposits, which
is used in competitive bidding for services and other
economic goods already in existence." (22) Consequently,
a "sellers market" is created which is entirely abnormal
and is liable to abruptly break with disastrous results.
In other words, the increasing producers credit granted
during periods of prosperity finally reaches a point at
which it does not aid in the production of commodities and
cervices, but rather serves to abnormally raise price
levels to a point whereat any demand for liquidation of
obligations results in a crisis.
Effects of Installment Credit ; - Let us examine em-
pirically the facts available concerning installment sell-
ing. Y/hen an installment sale is made the personal note
advanced thereupon is discounted either v/ith a bank direct
ly, or indirectly through the medium of a finance company.
The proceeds obtained through the advance make it possible
(22) Plummer, Wilbur C, - Social And Economic Consequences
Of Buying On The Installment Plan
.
- Supplement to
Vol, CXXIX of The Annals, (Philadelphia: The American
Academy of Political and Social Science, 1927) p, 41
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for the dealer to sell more merchandise, perhaps once more
on Installments, thus instituting an ever -rising spread of
credit, wherein personal credit is transmitted into bank
credit. In this manner it would seem t/iat installment
credit extension should affect business conditions in the
same manner as credit extended in the ordinary manner.
Viev/ed in this light, one could wish for the increase
of installment credit during periods of depression, but, as
has been seen in our previous analysis, such is not the
case, except in the furniture industry.
Installment Credit and The Federal Reserve System; -
The fear is often expressed that installment selling in
large quantities will block the efforts of the Federal Re-
serve Banks to control the volume of credit outstanding.
However, if it is possible to control the general credit
situation through the rediscount rate and open market oper-
ations of government securities. Installment credit should
not affect this function, inasmuch as it is an integral
part of credit as a whole.
Overproduction in the Automobile Industry ; - One aspect,
wherein installment selling has proved, at least to a certain
extent, harmful, is in the automotive industry. The sales
of this product made possible by time payments has built up
its capacity to such an extent that it looms exceedingly
large on the economic horizon. We find oiu?selves depressed
at reports of accumulated stocks of used cars, and rejoicing

when the market situation is relieved. All this importance
attached to a single industry is traceable directly to in-
stallment selling and is an abnormal condition which is to
be deprecated,
VII, The Automobile - The Outstanding Result of Inatal3.ment
Selling.
Introduction ; - In any discussion of installment sell-
ing, the automobile is the first thought that comes to a
person’s mind. Particularly is this true if one realizes
that approximately fifty- four per cent (54^) of the total
outstanding installment debt, exclusive of houses, is in-
curred by automobile owners. Therefore, in any discussion
of installment selling, it is requisite to devote a certain
portion to the automobile as a separate commodity.
Is the Automobile Productive ?: - Let us first consider
the automobile in the aspect of production under which we
discussed commodities sold on installment selling generally.
Does the automobile actually earn m.oney for the ov/ner?
To answer this, one need only look about to realize
that the automobile has become Important in a business way.
Consider taxi cabs, busses for long and short ha-uls, and
the enormous amount of freight hauled by trucks. All these
are actively engaged in the production of services that are
profitable to some certain individuals. But considered in
the view-point of the actual creation of wealth, the bene-
ficial use of the automobile in agriculture, as an example.

cannot be questioned. That the use of trucks as a ha\iling
agent have, to a great extent, cut distributing costs, can
easily be discerned from the present status of the rail-
roads and their vociferous protests concerning the competi-
tion of trucks.
Another national advantage derived directly from the
automobile is the improvement of our roads. Until the ad-
vent of the automobile, the condition of the ordinary roads
and highv/ays in the United States, sometimes even in the
neighborhood of the larger centers of population, was la-
mentable, This was because, except for a small fringe of
territory of the eastern seaboard, the railroad preceded
settlement. In the territory outside of the thirteen
original states, the usual route of commerce was, at first,
waterways, and later, railroads. V/lth the rapid grovrbh of
population, the situation changed, and the railroads, even
though enormously expanded, could not meet the economic
needs of the country. People actually realized their lack
of adequate transportation, but the taxpayer, and especial-
ly the farmer, vv’as unwilling to undergo the expense entailed.
With the arrival of the automobile, all this was changed.
Automobiles were impracticable unless the roads were passably
good. Taxpayers realized that the expense involved in good
roads was at least furnishing pleasure to an increasingly
large number of people. As a result of this education of
the people to the benefit of good roads, the United States

is criss-crossed with a network of the finest roads in the
world. This road system is of great economic value and can
be directly attributed to the automobile.
Still another aspect of tangible wealth attributable
to the automobile is the spreading of population from the
previously crowded metropolitan areas to the suburbs. There
is no need to amplify the fact that the increment of values
in suburban districts is almost entirely due to the rapid
transportation made possible by automobiles. Then again we
find that automobiles have actually increased the national
wealth.
But let us now consider the increase of economic wel-
fare, which cannot but help affect material wealth bene-
ficially. A satisfied workman will turn out more and better
work than a disgruntled one. This may be considered in
various aspects..
The first has to do with relief from the pressure of
constant v/ork. It is true that modern American life, with
its constant pressure, makes the need of relaixation more
pronounced. Undoubtedly, the automobile does furnish the
benefits of mental diversion, and 'the exclusion of old
thoughts from one’s mind, and thereby does, to a certain
degree, increase the general health and efficiency of the
individual. Likewise, it cannot be denied that the auto-
mobile has emphasized the advantages of travel. Despite
the development of the railway, most people have, neverthe-
less, been unable to move far from their homes. The ability

inherent in the automohile to go inexpensively and rapidly
from old and wearisome scenes to greener pastures is ex-
tended to more and more people* It is scarcely necessary
to call attention to the beneficial influences of travel
in broadening a person's outlook and increasing his ca-
pacities. Extending these opportunities to the whole com-
munity cannot but help raise the general standard of ef-
ficiency.
Still another effect upon the nation is the manner in
which the automobile is greatly altering the life of the
farmer. It is rapidly changing the small farming village
from a group of more or less isolated individuals into a
group that is becoming mutually helpful. Insofar as the
automobile, the telephone, and the radio are increasing
the attractions of the farmer's life, they help maintain
what is still the backbone of America’s economic existence.
Entirely apart from the direct economic productivity of
the automobile in the daily life of the farm, its indirect
affects in this manner are worth considering. It may be
said that just as the employment of efficient machinery
enables American industry, despite comparatively higher
wages, to compete with that of other countries, so, ir-
regardless of the discouragement of the "dust bowl," soil
erosion, and gradually decreasing fertility of the soil,
the widespread use of the automobile may help our agri-
culture compete with the virgin fields of South America
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and Siberia. At any rate, the antomobile has greatly
changed the outlook as well as the proverbial provinci-
ality of the farmer. Thus, whether viewed from the point
of direct or indirect creation of wealth, or increase in
psychical wealth, the automobile appears favorably,
Vtfherein is the Automobile Destructive ?;. - However,
it cannot be denied that the automobile, in some aspects,
is distinctly injurious. That it does, to some extent,
represent a distructlon of wealth, and more particularly
well-being, is undoubted. The number of accidents, kill-
ing and maiming people, since the advent of the automobile
has increased enormously. The toll of pain and misery
which is due to the automobile is enormous.
However, in comparison, the list of industrial acci-
dents due to machinery used in factories was at first
startling, but the situation was ameliorated by laws
governing safety conditions, etc. So it is, with the auto-
mobile, the death toll is gradually decreasing because of
more and more stringent laws, V/e find, for instance, the
law prohibiting speed over fifty (50) miles an hour has de-
creased fatalities in the states wherein it is in effect.
Likewise, the menance to school children by increased
traffic is being steadily lessened through the employing
of such methods as the ’’school -boy patrol.”
It is my personal belief that any such a form of ma-
chinery, while its harmful effects must be admitted.

eventually can and will be controlled by a body of s\if-
ficient legislation built upon experience.
Is the Automobile a Luxury, and, as a Result,
Economically Reprehensible ?: - I have stressed the
point that luxury is a relative concept, that the luxury
of today becomes the necessity of tomorrow, and that so-
called luxury should be considered harmful only when it
is injurious to an individual.
In viewing the automobile in this light, it is per-
haps true that in a few cases the automobile does repre-
sent a misdirected energy on the part of the individual
as well as society as a whole. So far as this individual
is concerned, it is true that his judgment is distorted
by his environment. In his attempt to "keep up with the
Jones," he may not only sacrifice his own well-being but
even the comfort of those about him. Such, however, we
are convinced, is found only in isolated cases, and is
not the too-general rule which some critics would have us
believe.
Is it fair, however, to take the automobile as con-
noting an unwise rather than a wholesome emplo3rment of
the one of wealth?
So far as the individual is concerned, it is possible,
indeed, very probable, that the purchase of an automobile
will necessitate changes in the ordinary conduct of af-
fairs. But, what of it? If the members of a family pre-
fer to spend less on unnecessary food, if they decide to
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wear less expensive clothing, to do the housework them-
selves to obtain an automobile, is there any legitimate
ground for criticism? Is it justifiable to deny the
individual his right to arrange his scale of satisfac-
tions to suit himself? Is it not true that when any re-
arrangement of any considerable magnitude in the charac-
ter of consumption takes place, a compensating adjustment
must, at least temporarily, be made somewhere down the
line?
The entire life of the community depends at bottom
upon the laborer's habits of consumption. In countries
where the standard of living is low, high wages simply af-
ford the opportunity for the working man to squander his
money. The chief argument that was advanced in England
during the seventeenth and eighteenth centtiry against
raising wages was the almost indisputable statement that
the working classes would dissipate their increased in-
comes in the taverns. On the other hand, with high wages,
it was found that a higher class and more efficient work-
man resulted and, in addition to this, his income resulted
in opening further markets to industry as a whole. In
much the same manner, should not the automobile be con-
sidered not as wasteful, senseless, and extravagent ex-
penditure, but rather as an opportunity for better employ-
ment of time and energy in the future?
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VIII. Conclusions !
Much has been written for and against time selling not
only from an objectively economical, but also from a personal
point of view. Personally, I do not believe that any hard and
fast conclusions can be drawn as to the advantages and dis-
advantages of this method of selling to society as a whole#
It has been beneficial to msny industries, such as the auto-
mobile and the radio, and to a great many individuals, enab-
ling them to secure commodities which they otherwise would
never have been able to, have.
The automobile was formerly looked upon as a luxury and
as a plaything for only the most wealthy; time payments en-
abled the ordinary individual to have an automobile and were
directly responsible for the automobile industry becoming the
gigantic business which it now is. Through increasing sales
they were enabled to step up production and bring about
economies, which brought their prices down, thereby bringing
automobiles within the reach of more and more people. By
this method the automobile became less and less a luxury.
The same is true of the radio.
It is true that there are many people, too many, in
fact, who abuse the privilege of buying on time, and buy far
more than they are entitled to buy and should buy. It seems,
however, this is not the fault of time payments, but rather
of the application and the use of the system. These very
1
people who abuse this method of buying would abuse any credit
arrangement extended them, 'ihey are not entitled to any credit
extension, whatsoever, whether it be time payment credit or
credit on open account.
Antagonists to the plan put forward the argument that it
encourages the buying of Ixixuries by people who are in no
position to buy such commodities, ‘fhe luxury of yesterday is
the necessity of toaay, and a luxury to one person is a nec-
essity to another. Who can draw a line separating the lux-
uries from the necessities which would apply to society as a
whole?
Some persons advance the theory that installment buying
leaas to extravagance. This is, no doubt, true in some cases#
But, here again, this is true only in isolated instances,
which is proved by the small number of repossessions.
Another argument of those who do not favor the plan is
that merchandise sold on installments is inferior in quality
to that sold on open account or for cash, .^uch is not the
case except in the instances of inferior book concerns,
cheap clothing houses, etc.. Here again, it is not the plan,
but the application thereof, a person who buys an auto-
mobile gets the same quality, whether he pays cash or buys
on installments, better Business Bureaus should not allow
those leeches, who handle inferior merchandise, to take ad-
vantage of an ignorant and impecunious clientele. But is it
not a fact that such abuses always have been with us and would
be practiced under any sort of credit arrangement?
As for the annoyance of small bills coming to hand, is
this not a case of open account credit, rather than of
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installment credit? Any individual who buys on time knows
when his payments fall due and the exact amount of those
payments
•
Some economists insist that installment selling cuts'
down savings. How can such a statement be reconciled with
statistics shov/^ing savings bank deposits to be increasing?
Some opponents of this plan contend that it increases
the cost of distribution to a marked degree. The auto-
mobile belies such a contention. In this field a fifty
percent (50^) use of the plan brought prices down very con-
siderably. Would this not seem to be in direct refutation
of the above contention?
Whatever plan of selling is set forth, there will always
be exponents and opponents. I believe that time payments
have been of great advantage to the economJ.c welfare of the
people of this country and will continue to be of advantage,
so long as abuses, which have been brought out are held in
rein. As I see it from my study, any trouble arising there-
from is not the fault of time payment selling itself, but
rather of the methods of high pressure selling under this
plan and the application of time selling thereto.
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PART II
TIME PA'IMENT SELLING AS APPLIED TO THE
PLUMBING AND HEATING INDUSTRIES.
I. Tinie Payment Selling as Originally Set Up in the
Industries.
Introduction ; - It is almost impossible to secure ac-
curate and up-to-date Information as to the real importance
of time payment selling to the heating and to the plumbing
industries. This is due to the reluctance of the manufac-
turers of heating and of plumbing equipment, who also, for
the most part, control the finance companies which handle
the notes covering such transactions and collect therefor,
to give out facts and figures as to their annual volume of
business, the amount covered by such time payments, the ef-
fect of the National Housing Act on installment sales, etc.
It is, therefore, necessary that the portion of this thesis
having to do with these two industries be taken from my own
personal experience, which covers about nineteen years, eleven
of which have had to do with time payment selling in one form
or another.
It was about 1926 that time payment selling was first em-
ployed by these two industries. While these two industries
are looked upon by the rank and file as one, due to the fact
that the licensed plumber, for the most part, also installs
heating plants, and the heating contractor is oftentimes a
licensed plumber, we, who have been connected with either of
these industries, are wont to look upon them as two separate
and distinct industries, and it is for that reason that I have
referred to them as two industries instead of as one allied

industry* Figures which will be included later will bear
out this differentiation.
It was taken up by the largest manufacturer of heating
equipment at that time. Soon other manufacturers of heat-
ing and of plumbing goods followed, until today each and
everyone of them not only sell -under this plan, but are do-
ing everything they can to increase this business,
P-urpose : - This method of selling was entered into in
order to secure a portion of the consumer dollar, which had,
heretofore, gone into the purchase of luxuries, such as the
automobile, the radio, the piano, etc.
Method of Selling the Plan to Cons-umers ; - Comfort and
appreciation of property values were preached by the heating
industry, while sanitation and health were the by-words of
the salesmen eu^loyed in the plumbing industry. A homeowner
was shown how these necessities could be secured and paid for
out of income and on easy payments. The selling itself was
accomplished by the heating and the pltimbing contractors,
oftentimes working in conjunction with the manufacturers’
salesmen, and by intensive advertising in ttie form of mailings
to selected lists of contractors, homeowners, building and
loan associations, etc., in addition to the mediim of news-
papers and magazines.
General Proced-ure by Manufact-urers ; - At first, it was
necessary for the heating or the pl-umbing contractor to show
financial responsibility as well as a quality of workmanship
which woTild leave no chance for the homeowner to hold up pay-
ments of the installments as they became due, on account of
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faulty installations* This financial responsibility of the
contractor was determined by means of a financial statement
which he was forced to furnish. A check-up of the credit
references included therein was made in order to leaim his
bill-paying reputation. This, together with the figures on
the statement, gave a very good idea as to his credit re-
sponsibility. The quality of his work was also determined
by that same financial statement, upon which he had to set
down a list of heating and/or plumbing installations which
he had made in the last three years. A survey of these in-
stallations was made by writing letters to each of the names
shown on his statement. Questions such as the following were
asked of each of the references:
(1) Did Mr. install a heating plant or a bath-
room (whichever the case might have been) in your
home in 19--?
(2) If so, is it satisfactory?
(3) If you were to have more work of this sort done
would you again employ Mr. to do it?
(4) Wo\ild you recommend him to any of your friends who
mi^t wish to have similar work done?
If the answers to all of these questions in the cases of the
references were favorable, the credit manager was convinced
that the applicant did a grade of work which wo\ild leave no
comeback on account of faulty workmanship or on account of
incomplete work. The financial statement and the reports
received as to his bill-paying reputation being satisfactory
and the reports on the quality of his work being favorable,
the contractor was then put on the approved list, whereby he
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co\ild sell and install heating and/or pl-umbing equipment to
be paid for over a period of time* At first, the limit over
which an installation could be installed was one year.
The contractor was then given a supply of the forms
used, together with a booklet telling how these various forms
should be filled out, and allowed to go out and solicit time
payment business. The first form which the homeov/ner was
called on to fill out after a sale on this plan had been made
was the "Purchaser's Statement." This form, at first, was a
voluminous affair, requiring information as to name, address,
telephone number, age, number o-f dependents, occupation, em-
ployer, income from work, income from other sources, owner-
ship of the property into which the proposed installation was
to go, mortgage, mortgagee, taxes, etc. This was then signed
by the husband and wife and sent to the office of the manufac-
turer of the material to be installed. There it was checked
to see that the form was complete in all the details and
properly signed. If not, it was returned to the contractor
with the request that it be corrected or completed. As soon
as it was returned complete in all its details a credit report
was ordered on the homeowners from some reliable credit report-
ing company. These reports contained not only information as
to the homeowners themselves, but also a property check on the
property into which the installation was to go. This property
check gave the owner of record, the number, amoimts and hold-
ers of the mortgage or mortgages, told whether or not any of
the payments thereon, interest and principal, were overdue,
whether or not the taxes were paid to date, and whether or not
there were any other liens of record against the property.
0.
All of the Information received from the homeowner and from
the credit report being favorable, the transaction was then
approved and the contractor so notified.
Another requisite was a twenty per cent {20%) dovm pay-
ment. This money was paid to the contractor and retained by
him as part of his contract price. The manufactiirer never
did know whether this was paid or not, except for the fact
that the purchaser *s statement had to show a down payment for
at least that amount in the statement of transaction. It is
possible, and even probable in many cases, that the contractor
if necessary, carried this on his own books on an open accoimt
collecting therefor when possible.
The contractor then ordered out the material for the job,
making sure that the note itself was properly filled out,
signed, and in his possession. It was not dated at that time,
however. When the installation was entirely completed, the
contractor had the completion certificate signed. This com-
pletion certificate not only stated that the work for which an
undated note had been given was completed, but it also stated
that the work was entirely satisfactory. Furthermore, it ack-
nowledged that the date on the completion certificate was the
date the work was completed and gave authority that that same
date should be placed on the note itself as the real date
thereof.
The completion certificate and the undated note were then
turned over to the manufacturer, who completed the note by
placing the correct date thereon and made sure that the note
was properly endorsed by the contractor. In every case the
signatures of the homeowners were witnessed by some person
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other than the contractor, and where any slgnatiare was made
by means of a "mark," same had to be witnessed by two indi-
viduals. At first the endorsement was "7/ith Recourse" to
the contractor. If the credit of the contractor was not
such as to allow open account credit, an order calling for
the deduction from the proceeds of the note for the material
furnished was secured from him and this, together with the
purchaser's statement, the note, and the completion certifi-
cate, was sent through to the finance coii5)any, which usually
was a subsidiary of the manufacturer, for purchase. A ten
per cent (10^) hold-back on each note was retained by the
finance company vintil the note was paid in full. This was to
be used to make good any coii5>laints as to faulty installation
should the contractor fail to do so. A check covering the
amount financed, less the ten per cent (10^) hold-back, less
any orders the manufacturer might have against that job, was
mailed to the contractor, and he was through with that trans-
action, providing the payments were made as due and providing
there were no complaints as to workmanship, V/hen the final
payment on any particular job was received by the finance com-
pany, a check covering the hold-back was mailed to the con-
tractor.
At the time the check covering the amoimt financed less
the deductions, to which we have referred to above, was mailed
the contractor, a check covering any order he may have given
the manufacturer was mailed the manufacturer for credit to the
contractor *s account. This method of selling not only enabled
the contractor to get his money promptly but also enabled the
manufacturer to get his account paid promptly. It was of
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tremendous aid in the collection of accoimts to hoth the
contractor and to the manufacturer.
The above is briefly the beginning of time payment sell-
ing in the heating and the plumbing industries, and also
covers the first forms used, the requirements, as to both the
contractor and to the homeowner, the endorsement requirement
and the hold-back feature. Many changes in each of these
have taken place since 1926 and I shall attempt to bring these
out clearly as I continue with this paper.
There is one point which should be brought out at this
time and that has to do with the rates charged for this fi-
nancing. Up to this time and even until the coming of Title 1
of the National Housing Act, this rate was higih. It was seven
per cent on the total amount of money borrowed for the
full life of the note, which made the true rate just under
fourteen per cent (14^), Finance companies, which were either
subsidiaries of the manufacturers of the heating or plumbing
materials, or separate corporations, handled these notes and,
as can be imagined from the above rates, their profits were
large.
In the beginning, some of the manufacturers of heating
and of plumbing goods carried a blanket life insurance policy
on the lives of the note -makers for the unpaid balances on
the notes financed by them. Under this policy the unpaid
balance on any note was paid by the insurance company upon
the death of the note -maker and receipt of the proof of death
by them. There were two things which broke down this life
insurance coverage. The first of these was the amount of the
premium for such coverage. Experience proved that the amount

of the premi-um over a period would more than offset any bal-
ance which had to be charged off on account of the death of
the makers of the notes* A reserve for the amount of this
premium was set up to cover this contingency, rather than
carry such a policy. The second factor which led to the
discarding of the policy was the attitude of the insurance
companies themselves. The maximum age at which a note-maker
could be insured was sixty-five (65) years and the applica-
tion merely consisted of a short form stating that the ap-
plicant was in good health, as far as he knew; that he had
not been under the care of a doctor for a period of three
years, at least; that he had no trouble with his heart, etc.
In a case of a claim on the policy, they began to look for
loop-holes throu^ which they could eliminate the necessity
for paying thereon. The policy was therefore given up and,
shortly after, the idea of the reserve to take care of bal-
ances left Tinpaid on acco\mt of deaths and the Insurance it-
self were discarded. If a balance on any note could not be
collected due to the death of the note-maker, it was charged
off and forgotten.
One major coinpany, in the heating field, insisted, for
a period of about a year, that conditional sales contracts
be secured on each and every note covering its material and
which it was called upon to finance. On accoimt of the
trouble in getting these signed, the different laws in the
various states as to the recording of them, and the deterence
to sales, the idea was given up except in extreme cases, where
the amount to be financed was larger than ordinarily or where
the risk was not of the best.
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This "With Reco-urse” was required until about the
middle of 1934, when the twenty per cent (20^) down pay-
ment and the ten per cent { 10%) hold-back were eliminated,
and since that time all notes have been taken on a "Non Re-
course" basis, without any down payment, and one hundred
per cent (100^) of the amount financed has been advanced
upon completion of the work* The idea of the heating or of
the plumbing contractor being financially responsible for
the payment of the note, in case of default by the maker,
was discarded at that time.
Effects of Competition in Liberalizing Terms ; - Just
as competition in selling brings about lower prices, better
merchandise, better service, etc,, so did competition in se-
curing this kind of business and the notes resulting there-
from bring about not only the above changes, but also others
which will be brought out as I go along.
The elimination of the "V7ith Recourse" endorsement by
the contractor resulted in less responsible contractors getting
work. The requisite that the contractor be qualified by fur-
nishing a financial statement had been discarded, which, also,
was brought about throu^ competition. This new kind of con-
tractor bought the materials, threw in any sort of a job, some
of which worked and many more of which would not work satis-
factorily, got one hundred per cent (100^) of the amount fi-
nanced — less the cost of the material, providing the credit
men were wise -- and left the holders of the notes "holding
the bag," so as to speak.
In cases of complaints, these holders of the notes at-
tempted to get the contractors to straighten out the diffi-

culties, in v/hich they were usually unsuccessful. If the
contractors could not be forced to remedy the complaints,
the note-holders took it upon themselves to make the in-
stallations satisfactory, providing the cost of the work
necessary to bring this about was not too much in compari-
son to the unpaid balances on the notes. If the work which
was necessary to satisfy the homeowners was too costly, the
notes, together V7ith all supporting papers, such as the pur-
chasers* statements, the completion certificates, and the
credit reports on the homeowners, etc., were turned over to
an attorney for collection. Judgments galore were received
and, in the majority of cases, fortunately for the holders
of the notes, collections thereon were made,
Notv/ithstanding this apparent slip -shod method of doing
business, it must be remembered that a complete credit in-
vestigation on each and every homeowner, who 7/anted to fi-
nance heating and/or pl\mibing, was made and credit extension
was made on the strength of the report received. The credit
check-up was much better than that made in the case of the
automobile industry, although it must be remembered that there
was no longer any responsibility prior to the manufacturer, as
far as endorsements were concerned. If the work v/as not satis
factory and if the contractor could not be prevailed upon to
remedy the con^laints, the manufacturer had no one upon whom
he could fall back upon for assistance, either on an endorse-
ment or otherwise. Again, while strange as it may seem,
time payment sales in these two industries increased from
year to year through 1935, in spite of the depression, and
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the percentage of time payment sales to total sales also in-
creased*
Still another result in the competition of terms in the
heating and plumbing industries was the so-called ’’Summer
Plan” financing, which helped tremendously in securing busi-
ness, Through this plan homeowners could have heating plants,
bathrooms, etc., put in any time after March 31 of any year
and have the first payment on the note given therefor come
due on September 30 of that same year* This plan was in
force with all of the manufacturers in these two lines dur-
ing the summers of 1935, 1936 and 1937, In 1938, however,
this was discontinued by the larger companies, which cut
down on their volume of time payment sales to a great extent.
Some of the smaller manufacturers continued this ’’Summer
Plan” in 1936 and by so doing secured the accounts of a
great many of the contractors, who were in the habit of sell-
ing terms rather than quality, to prospective customers dur-
ing the summer months. These contractors naturally stuck with
these smaller manufacturers, who had allowed them to sell terms
during the slimmer, when the big heating season, or the autumn,
came along* It would be impossible even to hazard a guess as
to the amount of business the larger manufacturers lost because
of this. It was plenty*
II. TITLE I - NATIONAL HOUSING ADMINISTRATION ( F.H.A.) AS OF
AUGUST 1934.
A. Insurance of Finance Corporation by Government ;- A part
of the increase in total time payment business, was due, no doubt
to Title 1 of the National Housing Act, which is better known

as the F.H.A. This went into effect in August of 1934, and
consequently was available during the major portion of the
real heating season of that year. It expired on March 31,
1936, and was renewed or extended on April 1, 1936, to run
to March 31, 1937. This act was not renewed at that time,
notvrithstanding the concerted demands of all of the manu-
facturers of materials used in the modernization of homes.
As a result, not only time pa3rment business but all other
business in the modernization field fell off tremendously.
This was due to three things:
(1) A tightening up in general credit.
(2) A more stringent requirement by the finance com-
panies •
(3) Increased finance fees.
Under the F.H.A., the government insured the finance
companies, which, to all intents and purposes, was the same
as insuring the notes covering this modernization work, and
upon default in payments, took the notes over, paid off the
note-holders from their own reserves, and attempted to col-
lect on the notes. This reserve, from Aiigust 1934 to March
31, 1936, was twenty per cent (20%) of the amounts of the
notes financed. As a finance company purchased a note cover-
ing modernization work, which came under Title 1 of the F.H.A,
it gave the full facts as to the note and its purchase to the
proper authorities in Washington on forms furnished by them,
A credit of twenty per cent (20^) was then set up on their
books to the account of the finance company, which had re-
ported the transaction. Any note or notes taken over from
this finance company, because of non-payment by the maker.
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was charged hack against its reserve on their (F.H.A.) books*
Changes in Insur^ce and Coverage From Original Act '^Jnder
Extension of April 1 * 19^6; - i^is twenty per cent {^0%)
reserve, as events proved, was far too high. Upon the exten-
sion of the Act, or, upon April 1, 1936, this reserve was de-
creased to ten per cent (10^), which has been entirely ade-
quate*
The rate under the F.H.A* was advertised as five per cent
(5^), but this was on the full amount financed and for the
full course of the note. The true rate, while considerably
less than the old rate, was 9*7166^* Lending institutions
could well afford to lend money at this rate, as all responsi-
bility, providing the terms of the Act v/ere lived up to, was
removed from them and placed upon the Government. This, of
course, was true, providing their losses did not exceed tv/enty
per cent (20^) during the life of the Act itself and ten per
cent (10^) during the extensions thereof* A blind man could
extend credit and not exceed losses of those amounts*
The one weak point in the F.H.A,, as I see, was the
change in terms which it brought about* Formerly the maximimi
period over which a heating or a plumbing system could be fi-
nanced was one year* This, due to competition, has been in-
creased to two years. The F.H.A* granted three years, which,
in my opinion, is too long* I have found that payments on an
article, which has ceased to be new, and by that, I mean an
article which has ceased to bo more or less of a novelty, are
apparently harder to make than those on some new device. I
also know that such payments are much harder to collect* I
still believe that the maximum period over which the ordinary

ptirchase, and I put a heating or a plumbing system in that
class, is two years. The longer the payments run, the more
obnoxious and the more burdensome they become, Vdaen the
period of payments run over too long a period, the note-maker
is always looking for some excuse through which he can delay
or eliminate payments. It may be that a drain is clogged up
or a washer on a faucet is worn so that it drips water.
These are minor things and no fault of the material nor of
the installation thereof, but they serve, oftentimes, as an
excuse for not making payments as they become due. Further-
more, I know of no piece of merchandise made which is as good
after three years of use as it was when it was new, or as it
was after two years of use. It is for these reasons that I
favor the shorter terms, and in making this statement I am
looking at it from the credit man’s point of view, and not
from the point of view of the person who has to make the pay-
ments, Unfortunately, con^jetition has given us these longer
terms, and competition will, no doubt, keep them with us,
V/ith the advent of the F.H.A, and the ins\arance against
loss afforded thereby, banks, trust companies, cooperative
banks, etc,, were extremely desirous of lending their large
deposits at the rate of nearly ten per cent { 10%), which was
more than they could secure elsewhere with the same safety.
This made a great amount of money available for modernization
work. It has, however, made it harder for the manufacturer,
who formerly did the greater portion of the financing of
jobs into which his material went, to tell just what portion
of his business can be attributed directly to time payment
selling.
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From August 1954 to March 51, 1937, notes amounting to
$560,603,240.00 were insured under the iMational housing /ict
or the F.H.A.
,
and the ratio of claims made upon the uovern-
ment to the total notes insured was 2,'5Q-/o,{\) while no exact
figures as to one percentages of the xnsured loans which came
from the heating and from the plumbing industries, during that
period, are availsble, it is certain that a substantial propor-
tion of them originated with either the heating or the plumbing
dealers. <2} Ihese industries were among the first and most
active supporters of the Act which was Irainched ii^ 1934.
These two industries Vifould not finance their materials
in 2iew properties, bvit only in old homes, apartments, hotels,
etc., or for modernization. One of their strictest rules,
even from the beginning, was that the selling price of their
material which went into any parti '‘ular installation must be
at least twenty-five per cent (25^) of the amount financed,
which, of course, did not include the finance fee. In the
cases of new homes it was felt that the owner should arrange
for the financing of the plumbing and/ or the heating in the
original mortgage, or under Title 11 of the F.H.A.. Their
installation should be considered as much a part of the com-
plete house as the roof, the floors, or any other part.
Analysis of Provisions of Act of February 4, 1958, Now
In Effect;- From March 51, 1957, to February 4, 1958,
~
there was no insurance by the government, which tended to
(1) Federal Housing Administration, Division of Economics
and Statistics. Insuring Operations Through December
51, 1957. Rep rint from fourth report. (Washington, D.C.,
U, S. Government Printing Office; 1938) p 60
(2) Seligman, E, R. A. The Economics of Instalment Selling;
Volume One. (New York; 1927 Harper and Bro'^hrrs, ) p 39
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keep the volume of time payment business down. On the lat-
ter date an amended National Housing Act was renewed and will
run until June 3, 1939. It is not known whether this Act
will be renewed in June 1939 or not. Steps have already been
taken by some of the manufacturers in these two industries in
which they are virging all the maniifacturers whose products go
into modernization work to contact their senators and repre-
sentatives at once, with the request that they do everything
possible to have this Act extended in June 1939.
The rate of insurance under the amended Act which is now
in effect is ten per cent (10^), or the same as from April 1,
1936, to March 31, 1937. This renewal has helped out more in
building projects, through insured mortgages, than in moderni-
zation. No manufacturer can tell how much its business has
increased thereby, for in the majority of cases he may furnish
material for a new home without knowing that the financing of
the entire house is through Title 11 of the F.H.A. The ex-
ception to the above statement would be in the case of a large
development, the mortgage covering which was secured through
Title 11, in which case every manufacturer would know about
it. Any manufacturer selling material for one of those jobs
could tell exactly the amount attributed to the Act in those
cases only.
It might be well at this point to outline some of the
features of the amended Act of the F.H.A. which is now in
force and which will expire on June 3, 1939, Under the au-
thority granted by the National Housing Act Amendment of
1938 ’’the Federal Housing Administrator will insure approved
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lending institutions against losses they may incur on the
loans made in conformance with the following regulations,
up to 10^ of the aggregate net amount advanced by the in-
sured institution. Losses, if any, incurred above the 10^
insurance are borne by the landing institution. It is the
lending institution which is insured and not the individual •
loan. Consequently, the 10^ insurance applies to the aggre-
gate made by the institution on all of its eligible loans
made \inder these Regulations.” (3)
”Consequently, should a loss result from any individu-
al loan the institution will be reimbursed in full out of
the Insurance reserve it has created. Experience under the
previous arrangement had demonstrated that where normal
credit judgment is exercised and where an institution makes
a fair volume of loans the 10^ insurance is virtually a one
hundred per cent guarantee against loss. There is no cost
to the lending Institution for the insurance thus provided.
It is the contribution of the Federal Government toward
making credit available under reasonable terms and condi-
tions for needed property repairs and improvements and for
stimulating employment through the building industries and
allied fields. All that the Administration asks is that
the loans or advances of credit made by the insured insti-
tution be in conformance with the reasonable requirements
(3) Federal Housing Administration, Division of Economics
and Statistics. Property Improvement Loans under
TITLE I of the National Housing Act, Amendments of
1^38. Regulations effective February 4, 1938.
(Washington, D. C. ; U. S. Government Printing Office;
1938) p 2
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set forth in the accompanying Regulations.” (4)
’’Under the terms of the Act the Administrator is
authorized to insure banks, trust companies, personal
finance companies, mortgage companies, building and loan
associations, installment lending companies, and other such
financial institutions which the Administrator finds to be
qualified by experience and facilities. Financial insti-
tutions which have held a Contract of Insurance under the
original section of the Act and having satisfactorily demon-
strated their ability to conduct such business will be auto-
matically approved and a Contract of Insurance will be is-
sued... In the case of a bank imder State or Federal super-
vision, and in the case of a building and loan association
which is a member of the Federal Home Loan Bank System, the
application will be automatically approved and a Contract of
Insurance will be issued. Finance companies, mortgage com-
panies, and other concerns not under States or Federal super
vision will be approved if they meet certain requirements as
to capital structure and further qualify as to experience or
facilities if (5)
’’After the Contract of Insurance has been issued the in
sured institution may proceed to extend credit in accordance
with the Regulations herein set forth. First, the borrower
(4) Federal Housing Adminstration. Division of Economics
and Statistics. Property Improvement Loans under
TITLE I of the National housing Act, Amendments of
l93'8
.
Regulations effective February 4, 1938.
(Washington, D. C.j U. S. Government Printing Office;
1938) p 2
(5) Ibid, p 2

fills out a simple credit statement, either on a form is-
sued by the Federal Housing Administration or on one ap-
proved by the Administrator* If on its face this statement
shows that the loan complies with the Regulations, the fi-
nancial institution is not required to make further investi-
gation of the transaction, except that should the statement
disclose questionable credit it should be checked fully to
determine whether the borrower is worthy of the credit ap-
plied for* Should the advance of credit exceed |>2500, to
any one borrower, prior approval of the Administrator is re-
quired*” (6)
"Second, after making the loan or advance of credit the
insured institution must report the transaction to Vkashington
within thirty-one days and ±0% of the net advance is auto-
matically credited to the institution’s insurance reserve.
The insured institution miay either make loans direct to bor-
rowers or it may purchase notes made in accordance v/ith the
Regulations from dealers, contractors, or others. Finally,
approved institutions are permitted to buy and sell to each
other, with or without recourse, the notes reported for In-
siu’ance* In such transactions the insurance reserve created
by such notes may be transferred under the Regulation govern-
ing such transfers*” (7)
(6) Federal Housing Administration Division of Economics
and Statistics* Property Improvement Loans under
TITLE I of the National Housing Act, Amendments of
lyob* Reguiatibns eri'ective reoruary 4, l^bb*
(Washington, D* C*; U* S* Government Printing Office;
1938) p 3
(7) Ibid p 3
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One of the nev/ features is that improvement loans can-
not exceed five years and thirty-two days* ’’Claim for re-
imbursement of loss on a qualified note may be made to the
Administrator at any time after payment of such note becomes
in default. In order to establish its loss, the Insured in-
stitution must make demand upon the borrower for payment in
full of the delinquent obligation. Correspondence indicat-
ing that such a demand has been made should be submitted to
the Federal Housing Administrator with the claim for loss.
The Insured institution is given ample time to make its own
collection efforts on the defaulted note where there is a
reasonable prospect of ultimate payment. If, after default,
it should become apparent that further collection effort on
the part of the insured institution will be fruitless, demand
for the entire unpaid balance should be made and claim filed
immediately with the Administrator, but in no event may claim
be filed later than the maximum period provided for the Regu-
lation No. 15.” (8)
Regulation No. 15 reads in part as follows:
”Claim for reimbursement for loss on a qualified note
may be made to the Administrator after default on any install-
ment, provided demand has been made upon the debtor for the
full unpaid balance.
(8) Federal Housing Administration Division of Economics
and Statistics. Property Improvement Loans under
TITLE I of the National Housing Act, AmehlBments of
1^36. Regulations effective February 47^1^5^^
(Washington, D. C.; IT, S, Government Printing Office;
1938) p 6
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For the purpose of this reg’-ilation any payment re-
ceived on an. account, including payments on a judgment
predicated thereon, must he applied to the earliest unpaid
installment and whenever any installment is six months in
arrears claim must be made within thirty-one days.
In the case of yearly installment notes, whenever an
installment is twelve months in arrears then claim must be
made within thirty-one days.
Upon presentation to him of the facts of a particular
case within the allowable claim period prescribed in this
regulation, the Administrator may, in his discretion, ex-
tend the time within which claim must be made." (9)
It may seem that I have quoted to a great extent from
the regulations governing the F.K.A. loans which are in use
at the present time and which have to do with hom*e moderniza-
tion. It is, however, this sort of work in which the heating
and the plumbing industries have had to interest themselves
during the last few years, as there has been very little new
building, in comparison to normal years, from which to obtain
business
•
The present regulations are no different from previous
regulations as far as the securing of a credit report on the
borrower is concerned. No credit report has ever been ob-
ligatory under either the original Act or any of its Amend-
ments. The loans have always been character loans and as
(9) Federal Rousing Administration Division of Economics
and Statistics. Property Improvement^ Loans_un^r
TITLE I of the National Rousing A^t, Amendments of
1958. Regulations effective February 4, 1938.
(Washington 1). C.
,
U. S. Government Printing Office;
1938) p. 28
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far as the Administration was and is concerned the credit
statement suffices* The heating and the plumbing industries
drew credit reports on the borrowers before the Act and still
continue to do so* Originally one of the requirements under
the Act was that the borrower had to have a yearly income five
times the amount of the yearly payments on the note* This
requirement was discarded a few years ago* The note form
used by the lending institution in its regular course of
business is entirely satisfactory to the Administration*
One case of modernization financed throiigh a F,H,A*
loan was in Newark, New Jersey* Here ten old pieces of
property were purchased from a lending institution, which
had taken them over through foreclosure* A modernization
loan of #30,000*00 was used zo convert them into twenty-four
apartments renting from #35*00 to #38*00 each per month*
Earnings jumped from #1,000*00 per year, which were hard to
collect, to $10,600*00 during the first year after moderniza-
tion, with a waiting list* (10) Old hotels, summer hotels,
tourist homes, etc*, have usea this plan to great profit*
While no figures can be obtained as to the amount of
time payment business done by these two industries, we do
know that one of the major companies, which manufacture
heating equipment, increased its business substantially from
193C through 1935 by the use of this method of selling*
(10) McDonald, Stewart, Administrator, Federal Housing Ad-
ministration* Again 1/3 is Plumbing and Heating*
(Chicago, Illinois, bomestic Engineering! May, 1938)
p* 113
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In 1930 1.7^ of its total sales were for materials sold on
a time payment basis, while in 1935, 13 #9^ of its total
sales were derived from time payment contracts. The percent-
age slumped to 8.5^ in 1937 and to 5*7^ in 1938. The 1937
slump was due in part, at least, to the removal of Government
insurance under the P.H.A. in March 1937, and the dropping
off in 1938 may be attributed, to a great extent, to the fail-
ure of the major companies to continue the "Summer Plan," men-
tion of which has been made previously. It would be interest-
ing to see if the sales figures for some of the smaller compa-
nies, who continued this plan through 1938, did not show an
upward trend. Unfortunately, figures to prove or disprove
this are not available, except to those on the inside of such
companies. It is my guess that their sales did show an up-
ward movement.
However, taking the Industry as a whole, the Official
Bulletin of the Heating, Piping, and Air Conditioning Con-
tractors, gives the total F.H.A. loans under Title 1 as
$704,959,409.00 on November 19, 1938. 23.9^ of these notes
covered heating and plTimbing. Separating these two indus-
tries, heating accounted for 16.3/^ and plumbing for 7.6^. (11)
III. Conditional Sales with Reference to Plumglng and Heating
Industries Especially in Massachusetts.
General Requirements ; - While I have referred to the
conditional sales contract previously, I should like to go
(11) Heating, Piping and Air Conditioning Contractors
National Association, Official Bulletin; (New York
City - January 1939) p. 12
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into it here with reference to the heating and plninhing
industries and its effect thereon. There is no question
that it has been condusive to the growth of time payment
sales, with or without the F.H.A., in Massachusetts. Under
this law no filing or recording was necessary on any mer-
chandise except heating apparatus, pininbing goods and other
fixtures attached to real estate, and portable or sectional
buildings. On the other hand, Uotice of Conditional Sales
of Personal Property in the cases of heating and of plumbing
materials, and of other fixtures attached to the real estate,
as well as in the cases of portable or sectional buildings,
had to be recorded, in order to protect the seller against
subsequent liens, in the form of mortgages, other condition-
al sales, etc.
This conditional sales contract reserved title in the
name of the seller \mtil payment in full was received by him.
The conditional sales form had to be signed by the buyer.
Notice of Conditional Sales of Personal Property was filed
and not the conditional sales form Itself. The notice form
did not have to be signed by the buyer. It did, however,
have to be signed by the seller or his assignee, had to con-
tain the names of both buyer and seller, the name of the
owner of record of the real estate, a statement of the re-
served title, and terms of sale, and a sufficient description
of both property and realty so that they covild be recognized
therefrom. This completed form had to be filed for recording
in the office of the Registry of Deeds for the county in
which the real estate was located within ten days after the
ee
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first material was delivered thereon* This then became a
direct lien on the real estate and next follov/ed any prior
lien, such as mortgages, other conditional sales, etc* al-
ready recorded.
If payments were defaulted the seller could then remove
his property, but in so doing, had to make s'ure that the
real estate was left in as good condition as it was before
his material was installed therein* This was indeed diffi-
cult, particularly in the case of heating material, where it
v/as necessary to cut holes in the floors and ceilings, through
which to run pipes to convey heat from the boiler to the radi-
ators in the various rooms.
General Policy ; - In the early days of time payment sell-
ing wholesale replevin was the rule in the case of non-payment
As time went on and in cases where lending institutions had
foreclosed on mortgages, and where replevin of articles sold
on conditional sales contract was attempted, or made, they,
the lending institutions, fought the action through the courts
After that, sellers took more care to see that property from
v/hich merchandise had been replevined was left in as good
condition as it was before such merchandise was installed.
The Massachusetts Supreme Court did find for the lending in-
stitution in one of these cases, which put certain restric-
tions upon the removal of personal property which was held to
be a part of the realty itself* Notwithstanding this finding
in their favor, lending Institutions do not like to take too
many chances with these conditional sales.

In late years, replevin of heating and of plumbing
equipment has been the exception rather than the rule,
probably due to two reasons:
(1) The material repossessed seldom has sufficient value
to take care of the unpaid balance on the note, and
(2) The lending institutions prefer to make some sort of
a settlement rather than have the personal property
removed.
Looking into each of these reasons for non-repossession
we find that any materials taken out were second-hand, and
as such had to be sold at a tremendous loss. Then there
was the cost of the labor necessary to remove the property
and in repairing any damage to the property in taking it out
together with the cost of trucking it back to the seller *s
warehouse, the reconditioning for resale, the reselling and
the delivery to another job. So, unless the unpaid balance
on the note v/as large
^
it was cheaper to charge off this bal
ance and forget it,
A lending institution, having foreclosed on a piece of
real estate, knows that there must be a heating plant and
complete plumbing in any property today in order to be able
to sell it or even to rent it at a fair rental, and notwith-
standing the fact that the realty may be left in good condi-
tion after the removal, they prefer to leave the items there
and make some sort of a settlement therefor. In many cases
they will pay the entire unpaid balance on the note, that
they may get a release of the conditional sales, while in
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other cases they will dicker in an attempt to get a better
price. There is usually very little difficulty in getting
the lending institutions to pay up to the cost of having
new units installed were those already installed removed.
Practically all states have similar laws, the main
difference being the manner and place of filing. To say
the least, the right of replevin has been more responsible
for the large amount of time payment selling than any other
one thing. If it were not for this right, the amount of
sales would be reduced, for then the seller would, from ne-
cessity, have to be more careful of the credit risks, and
even then, would have to charge higher prices to offset
losses which otherwise would be taken,
IV, Generalizations and Conclusions.
Aspects of Time Pa3rment Selling Peculiar to the Plumb-
and Heating Industries ; - We are firmly convinced that
time payment sales have served a good purpose in being re-
sponsible for a big percentage of the popiilation of these
United States getting a wanted commodity and paying for it
out of income, while using and enjoying it. The heating and
plumbing Industries, however, have one thing with which to
contend which is common to few if any of the other industries.
The automobile manufacturer makes his car and sells it, on
time, in the majority of cases, at least, to his distributor.
He himself handles the paper resulting therefrom throu^ a
finance company, which is, in many cases, one of his sub-
sidiaries. The distributor in turn sells this same car to a

dealer, or to "be more exact, to a retailer, and again, the
paper is taken by the same finance company. This retailer
sells this car to a consumer, or user, with the note cover-
ing the transaction going to the same finance company. Dur-
ing these various changes in ownership, the automobile has
not changed its shape, nor have there been any additions
made thereto. If the car does not give proper and satis-
factory performance, it is, barring accident or abuse by
the owner, the fault of the manufacturer alone. He knows
it and since all responsibility is his, he, providing he is
forced to, makes good any complaint.
Such is not the case with our two industries. Neither
manufacturers of heating goods nor of plumbing goods make
all items necessary to install a complete heating job nor a
complete pl\miblng job, nor do they make installations of
these jobs. In the first place, pipe, air valves, circu-
lators, etc. are added to the items made by the heating
manufacturer to complete a heating plant, and pipes of all
kinds, traps, etc, are added to the items made by a manu-
facturer of plumbing goods to install a complete plumbing
job. None of these extra items, except in fev/ instances, at
the outside, are made by these manufacturers.
In the second place, there is the personal element,
over which the manufacturers have no control, and with which
they have to contend. A poor or a careless artisan can ruin
the best heating and/or plumbing installation by his ignor-
ance as to how a good installation should be made. Still
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the first party hlanaed if the plant fails to work, is not
the TTorknan, who in ninety-nine cases out of a hundred is
to blame, but the manufacturer of those items upon which
he places his name and from which his identity can be
learned. Moreover, the manufacturer, in the majority of
cases, also holds the time payment paper, either directly
or indirectly. Oftentimes the manufacturer, in order to
collect on the note, and primarily to retain good will, has
been forced to spend money to make the job satisfy the home-
owner, In spite of these difficulties the claims filed
against the CJovernment on insured notes, from August 1934
to March 1937, as stated before, and these include notes
from the heating and the plumbing industries, was only
2,365o, and many of these claims have, no doubt, been col-
lected in full or in part since they were turned over, so
that the real losses will be less than that figure, (12)
Potentialities of Installment Selling in this Field; -
Personally, I believe that there is a big field which has
not been scratched by these two industries, and time payment
seems to be the one means of securing this potential busi-
ness. When you consider that there are 4,500,000 dwellings
in the United States which do not have water closets and
6,000,000 dwellings which do not have baths, then you can
have some idea of the immensity of the field. (13)
(12) Federal Housing Administration, Division of Economics
and Statistics, Insuring Operations Through December
1937
,
Reprint from fourth annual report." (l^ashingt on,
5 . C , ; TJ, S. Government Printing Office.) p. 60
(13) Standard Sanitary Manufacturing Company - Advertisement
(Domestic Engineering, 1900 Prairie Avenue, Chicago,
111,: January, 1939.) P,63
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It is fair to assume that all of these dwellings which
do not have water closets and baths do not have modern heat-
ing plants, and in all probability practically all of them
are heated by kitchen stoves and some sort of air-tight
heaters in the other rooms* There is a considerable move-
ment on foot among the manufacturers in these two lines as
well as among allied businesses to extend Title 1 of the
F*H*A* which expires on June 3, 1939* If this can be brought
about there should be a tremendous amount of potential busi-
ness in the above dwellings as well as in homes which now
have old and obsolete heating plants* The same thing is true
as to bathrooms and all other plumbing fi.xtures* Under the
present economic conditions, time payment selling should
yield big rewards in these two industries during these next
few years* In addition to this modernization work, there has
been a great shortage of new homes built up due to the small
amount of such construction since 1930, and v/hen and if this
new building starts, these two industries should benefit
greatly therefrom. It is not easy to forecast how much of
the heating and plumbing in these new houses will be financ d
through time payment, but I believe a considerable amount will
be financed through Title 11 of the F.H.A.
,
which is time pay-
ment in the form of mortgages insured by the Federal Govern-
ment through the Federal Housing Administration*
General Conclusions; - At the end of the firt part of
this work I have outlined certain advantages and certain
disadvantages of time payment selling. So far, however, as
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the heating and the pltunbing industries are concerned, I
am firmly convinced that time payment selling is advantage-
ous not only to the manufacturers, hut also to the homeowners
themselves who purchase plumbing and heating in that manner,
I have shovm hov/ time payment sales increased the vol-
ume of business of one manufacturer during real depression
years in the building Industry, Looking at it from the
homeowner’s angle, we find that heating and/or plumbing in-
stallations are reasonably expensive and the ordinary
property owner cannot afford to pay cash for such work.
It is either a case of getting them on "time," either
through installments direct with the manufact-urers, or by
increasing their mortgages with the bank, or of going with-
out these improvements which not only add to their comfort
and health but also to the value of the real estate. It is,
therefore, my opinion that such sales are not only bene-
ficial to the physical welfare of the purchasers, but are
also beneficial to their own economic welfare and to the
economic welfare of the nation. Business in many lines has
benefited, and will continue to benefit throu^ such sales,
which can but react favorable on the prosperity of the na-
tion as a whole.
V j
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PART III
TIKE PAYI.IENT SELLING IN THE PLITI,1BIKG AND HEATING
INDUSTRIES AS COMPARED VaTH THE GENERAL
PRACTICE OF TIKE PAYI'.IENT SELLING
V/hile v;e have assembled a reasonably complete picture
of both aspects of time payment selling, as related to the
financing of the general run of commodities financed there-
by and as to the financing of plumbing and heating com-
modities specifically, we have not, as yet, compared the
two
,
Let us first consider the differences.
In the first place, the element of repossession is
practically eliminated in the plumbing and heating busi-
ness because of the nature of the articles financed. While
the majority of articles financed by time payment share the
element of relative durability, those commodities financed
by the plumber and/or the heating engineer become attached
to the realty and thereby become a part of that realty.
This fact has a tendency to render the right of repossession
a mere legal right. Consequently, a more strict interpre-
tation of the law of conditional sales must be taken into
consideration when a sale is made by the pliunbing and
heating industries.
Likewise, there is an essential difference in the ma-
chinery of financing plumbing and heating sales as com-
pared with the machinery used in, for example, the

financing of automobiles. The latter was, so to speak,
self-starting and, because of consumer desire, was able
to continue under its ov/n momentum. However, we find, in
the case of the financing in the plumbing and heating in-
dustry, that v/hile the industry made a brave attempt to
launch itself in this field, the momentum of the movement
was lacking to such an extent that it v/ould have, in all
probability, died but for the very helpful intervention
of the Federal Government.
Heating and plumbing merchandise not only becom.es a
part of the realty into v/hich the Installation goes, but
it also increases the value of that property. Any house
which has an up-to-date heating and/or plumbing system
therein is more valuable, not only in the case of sales
value but also in the case of rental value. Anyone who
is in the market for a house, whether for purchase of for
rent, will pay more for a piece of property which has these
modern conveniences than he would for one which did not
have them. Furthermore articles making up a heating plant
do not depreciate in value and do not wear out so fast as
the greater portion of merchandise sold on the install-
ment plan. A boiler and radiators, unless abused, last for
many years, and, if of sufficient size, will furnish the
same comfort ten or twenty years after installation as when
they were first put into use. I have known of boilers which
have been in constant use for more than twenty years and in
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which not even a grate bar has been replaced. Depreciation
is consequently no greater than that of the property of which
they became a part.
The same thing is true to a great extent with regard
to plumbing fixtures. They do not wear out any more than
heating plants do, but they do have a tendency to become
obsolete sooner, due to the tendency to modernize bathtubs,
sinks, closets, faucets, etc. As to their utility, however,
they will, unless cracked by some accident or through careless-
ness, give many years of healthful use. I do not know of
many other articles of merchandise of which the same is true.
In the case of a radio or of a heater placed in an automobile,
the value of the automobile is increased very little, if any,
thereby and they depreciate at practically the same rate as
the car in which they may be installed.
The field for sales, whether they be cash, credit or
time payment, of heating and plumbing merchandise is smaller,
due to the durability of these goods, than is the case in the
automobile, radio or clothing fields. These latter articles
wear out much more rapidly, and, as a result, have to be
replaced oftener. Furthermore, as in the case of an apart-
ment house, one heating plant may serve anyv/here from tw^o
to one hundred families equally satisfactorilyj while an
automobile, radio, washing machine, etc. rarely serves more
than one family, and many families often have more than one
of these various articles.
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Homeowners are, for the most part, better credit risks
than those v/ho do not own property. I do not mean to infer
that those who have title to real estate do not purchase
automobiles and radios, but, with few exceptions, only home-
owners would purchase boilers, radiator, bathtubs, etc. The
only exception to this, that I knom^ of, are leasees v;ho have
long-term leases and who make certain improvements in the
leased property, such as installing heating and/or plumbing,
as called for by the terms of the lease. These leasees are
entitled to buy such merchandise on time payments, providing
the individual leases do not expire until after a definite
period after the final payments on the notes are due and
payable. Lending institutions are insured for such notes
under the Government Insurance.
In the majority of cases, v/here notes are given for
heating and/or plumbing Installations, payments run the
limit allowed by the industry. The length of time which
the notes ran increased as longer periods for financing
were permitted. Today heating and/or plumbing can be fin-
anced for ttiree years and the majority of notes are not
only v/ritten, but actually run, for three years. This is
due, not to the class of people who buy, but rather to the
class of salesfiien who sell these articles. They want the
prospective customers to knov/ how easy: it ^ is to buy and pay
the installments without any regard to the period actually
needed to make their payments. In 1936 installment accounts
were paid off in seven months and one day. This included
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notes for heating and pliAinbing. (1) Since, hov/ever, the
heating and plumbing notes took considerably longer to clear,
the average for all notes, with the exception of those for
heating and plumbing, would, from necessity, be less than the
above
•
Even in the days when installment buying was frowned
upon there Yias not so much criticism made of a person who
financed any improvement to his property over a period of
time as there was against one who purchased some ’’so-called"
luxury in that manner. Such time payment paper was and is
looked upon in almost the same manner as a mortgage.
For some unaccountable reason homeowners are subjected
to more high-pressure and high-handed selling methods in the
case of heating and/or plumbing installations than in almost
any other field, with the possible exception of books and
periodicals. A salesman should not resort to such tactics
for in these two lines he has more to sell, in the form of
comfort and health, than in any other form of merchandise,
unless it be, by chance, a complete home, and in such cases,
heating and plumbing are already taken care of. In the
majority of lines, outside of heating and plumbing, the sales-
man is careful to make every sale bring about other sales, at
little expense to himself, through honest dealings. Unfort-
unately, these high-pressure heating and plumbing salesmen,
while admitting the wisdom of honest dealings, seldom, if ever
(1) , Business Week, Credit Sales Up; Collection Too
(New York, N. Y., McGraw Hill Publishing Co. Inc., June T9", 1937)
p. 38.
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practice them. Consequently, promises which are fantastic
and unnecessary in order to close a sale are made, and no
knowledge of these promises is had by the manufacturer of
the merchandise nor by the holder of the note until payments
become due,
I know of a written promise made a homeowner to the effect
that the proposed heating plant, would not, if installed,
burn less than five tons of coal from October 15 of one year
to April 30 of the following year. More than five tons of
fuel were consumed in the above period and, as a consequence
thereof, payments on the note were held up, V'/hen the finance
company checked up to find the cause of non-payment they
were told that the heating plant used more coal, than the
salesman guaranteed it would use. The guarantee was so
worded that the homeov/ner did not notice that it called for
the burning of more than five tons of coal rather than less
than five tons.
Another difference which was bought out is the fact
that the manufacturers of heating and of plumbing fixtures
do not manufacture all of the items which make up a complete
heating or plumbing installation nor do they install it. Yet
the purchaser, who is the homeowner, places all responsibility
on the manufacturer in case of a faulty or incomplete plant.
Still they use such a case as an excuse for holding up payments
on notes. In other lines where no change in or addition to
the article purchased is made, and I have in mdnd radios,
washing machines, refrigerators, etc,, no such excuse for
holding up payments exist. The manufacturer of such items
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alone is responsible in case of unsatisfactory results.
Turning to the similar aspects we find that the cost of
heating and plumbing installations, as well as that of other
durable or semi-durable articles, such as automobiles, electric
refrigerators, electric ironers, washing machines, the better
radios, etc., was so great that the ordinary individual, even
though he had an equity in real estate, could not afford to
pay cash for them, but had to pay for them out of future in-
come or earnings over a period of time.
In all cases payment allowed for the use and enjoyment
of the articles purchased while payments were being made.
It not only provided a means through which such purchases
could be miade sooner than would have been the case were it
necessary for the individuals to save and pay cash before
they could secure these commodities, but it also meant that
a great many industries such 'as the automobile, the radio,
etc, never would have reached the proportions they have
attained, for many people would never have been able to set
aside a sufficient sum out of earnings, through which they
could pay cash for these item.s.
It also permiitted the plumbing, heating, automobile,
radio, refrigerator and many other business to do a fair
volume of business from 1930 to 1936, which otherwise, in all
probability, would not have been possible, ?cany of these
industries, or, at least, many of the major factors therein,
might have been forced out of business during that period
had it not been for time payments.
It leads to promptness in paying bills, v/hatever a person
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may buy on time he must set aside a certain sum each pay
period from which to meet the obligations on the date they
become due. He knows that he has a certain payment to make
on a specified date and makes his plans accordingly.
Another aspect of installment selling that is becoming
common to both retail selling as a whole and to the plumb-
ing and heating industry is the growing tendency to regard
potential repossession value as secondary Importance as
security on the loan and to place the prime importance of
security in the assured income of the purchaser. This tend-
ency, however, is of comparitively recent origin as it be-
camenoticeable only in 1936 and in 1938 when retailers were
using installment selling as a means of inciting consumer
desire
•
Viewed as a whole, I feel that installment selling
in the past has been beneficial to the consigner in per-
mitting the present use of commodities which usage would,
of necessity, have been delayed for some time, or even, in
many cases, not have been possible,
I also feel that installmient selling has been of bene-
fit to the manufactiirer in permitting a sale of goods in a
market that during the depression period would not have
been available. In many instances, particularily in the
automobile industry, installment selling has made possible
such a volume of business that mass production was developed,
and thereby, production costs and selling prices were low-
ered to such an extent that a still greater market v/as
made available
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In the future, I feel that installment selling v/ill
be of even greater benefit, v/hen a more comprehensive group
of statistical data is available for purposes of forcasting
and controlling its various aspects. With such data avail-
able the granting of excessive installment credit during
periods of prosperity will, in all probility, be curtailed.
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